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We present new combinatorial objects, which we call grid-labelled graphs, and show how
these can be used to represent the quantum states arising in a scenario which we refer to as
the faulty emitter scenario: we have a machine designed to emit a particular quantum state
on demand, but which can make an error and emit a different one. The device is able to
produce a list of candidate states which can be used as a kind of debugging information for
testing entanglement. By reformulating the Peres-Horodecki and matrix realignment crite-
ria we are able to capture some characteristic features of entanglement: we construct new
bound entangled states, and demonstrate the limitations of matrix realignment. We show
how the notion of LOCC is related to a generalisation of the graph isomorphism problem.
We give a simple proof that asymptotically almost surely, grid-labelled graphs associated to
very sparse density matrices are entangled. We develop tools for enumerating grid-labelled
graphs that satisfy the Peres-Horodecki criterion up to a fixed number of vertices, and pro-
pose various computational problems for these objects, whose complexity remains an open
problem. The proposed mathematical framework also suggests new combinatorial and al-
gebraic ways for describing the structure of graphs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Preliminaries

The central goal in the field of quantum information processing is to gain a deeper understand-
ing of quantum mechanical systems as objects for encoding, transferring, securing, and manipu-
lating information. In quantum mechanics, the standard mathematical tool used for combining
physical systems is the well-studied notion of tensor product. Many scenarios in quantum infor-
mation processing require working with tensor product structures. As a direct consequence of
the axiomatisation of quantum mechanics, the tensor product has acquired a fundamental role in
describing the behaviour of various physical phenomena: quantum entanglement is one of those.
Even if entanglement is somehow a mathematical artifact, it quickly emerged as one of the defin-
ing characteristics of quantum mechanics itself. In quantum information processing, it is now
clear that entanglement has ubiquitous applications, being a necessary ingredient in protocols for
cryptography, a number of distributed tasks, and also computation [1]. Indeed, we have evidence
to the fact that algorithmic speedup promised by quantum computers seems to rely on the pres-
ence of a sufficiently large amount of entanglement [2, 3]. However, recently, other quantities have
been proposed as being responsible for quantum algorithmic speedup – see contextuality [4].

On a more firm ground, we can say that entanglement is responsible for the advantage ex-
hibited by quantum strategies in a variety of multi-party games and interactive proof systems.
Moreover, there is a whole set of information theoretic tasks in which entanglement provides a
neat distinction between classical and quantum behaviour – see, for example, zero-error quan-
tum information theory [5–7], superactivation of channels [8–10], etc. Finally, at the foundational
level, quantum entanglement has been traditionally interpreted as an inherently quantum feature
embodying non-classical correlations between the components of a physical system [11].

Despite the fact that entanglement manifests itself as a “physical property” of quantum sys-
tems, detecting its presence with the mathematical tools made available by the theory is a complex
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problem in general. The task of deciding if a quantum state is entangled or, conversely, separable, is
in fact highly non-trivial: no necessary and sufficient criterion exists for detecting entanglement.
As a matter of fact, the problem of testing separability of an arbitrary density matrix is NP-hard
[17]. Over the years a rich set of mathematical tools has been developed in relation to this problem.
The toolbox includes hierarchies of positive semi-definite programs, results from operator theory
and functional analysis, ideas from linear algebra and matrix theory, etc. [1, 12]. While pure state
entanglement is relatively well understood, the study of the mixed state case has revealed numer-
ous subtleties. Additionally, there are substantial differences between the case involving only two
subsystems, and the generic case. One of the difficulties lies in the emergence of properties specif-
ically connected with the presence of multiple subsystems, and in the choice of an appropriate
entanglement measure.

It turns out that in some cases, the performance of certain entanglement measures depends
on the type of state under consideration. In other words, different entanglement measures lend
themselves to the analysis of particular families of states. With this perspective in mind, it is
useful to introduce new families of mixed states as a means for testing different measures and,
more generally, to study the behaviour of multipartite entanglement.

B. Results

In this work, we focus on the problem of detecting entanglement present in mixed states, using
a classical description of the state as input. We present new combinatorial objects, which we call
grid-labelled graphs, which are obtained by labelling simple graphs with the point coordinates of a
given grid. We show how grid-labelled graphs can be used to represent the quantum states arising
in a scenario which we refer to as the faulty emitter scenario. Here we have a device designed to
emit a particular quantum state on demand, but which occasionally in error emits a different one.
While the device does not know exactly which state it just emitted, it is able to produce a short-list
of candidate states. The goal is then to use these candidate states to deduce if entanglement is
present – see Section II B.

The main focus of the paper is the study of grid-labelled graphs, and how their structural prop-
erties allow us to reason about separability in the underlying quantum state. This framework is
not fully new, since it is closely related to the study of combinatorial Laplacians as quantum states
initiated by Braunstein et al. [18]. On one hand we reconsider their ideas from the ground up, but
our key innovation is the introduction of a natural vertex labelling induced by the tensor product.
This labelling provides a more physical interpretation of the states. Moreover, the labelling allows
us to employ a wealth of mathematical tools of a combinatorial flavour. In particular, we shall
explore how two entanglement criteria, the Peres-Horodecki criterion and the matrix realignment
criterion, manifest themselves in terms of graph structure and related combinatorics.

We use this novel perspective to explore the interplay between these entanglement criteria. We
are able to use it to generate an infinite family of entangled states that are not detected by the
matrix realignment criterion, as well as two entangled states that are not detected by the Peres-
Horodecki criterion. The latter states are said to be bound entangled [1]. Let us recall that there is
no general algorithm to decide whether a given state is bound entangled.

The states arising in the faulty emitter scenario make up a discrete subset of all possible den-
sity matrices. Despite the apparent simplicity of the states, it seems that there is no method for
testing separability that works in all cases. This fact suggests that these states are an interesting
playground in which to explore the interplay between entanglement and computational complex-
ity. A proof of NP-hardness of testing separability of these states is likely to rely on graph theoretic
machinery, and could possibly be much simpler than the well known proof of Gurvits [17]. Fur-
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thermore, such a hardness result would be interesting in its own right, as it would be an explicit
demonstration of a family of density matrices for which separability is hard to test.

In our attempts to understand the entanglement properties of grid-labelled graphs we need
to introduce a number of new mathematical concepts. While these are described in detail in the
subsequent sections of this paper, in the remainder of this introduction we will attempt to give a
taste of some of them. As shown by Braunstein et al. [21], if the density matrix under consideration
is a combinatorial Laplacian matrix then the partial transpose corresponds to an operation on the
edges of the corresponding graph. Testing whether a density matrix is entangled by means of
the Peres-Horodecki criterion then amounts to observing the effect of this operation on the edges
of the graph. The corresponding density matrix is entangled if the vertex degrees are modified
by the partial transpose. Naturally, our canonical labelling of the graph means that this degree
criterion can still be utilised in our grid-labelled graph framework. In Section IV, we are interested
in characterising grid-labelled graphs that satisfy the criterion. In order to do so, we introduce
edge contribution matrices and tables, as tools to gain insight into the effect of the partial transpose
operation. Such notions allow us to gain a “spatial” view of the contribution of each edge to the
vertices on the grid before and after the partial transpose. In Appendix A we isolate objects and
study them in their own right, formulating a single player board game. We leave the classification
of the computational complexity of this entanglement inspired game as an open problem.

In the process of classifying grid-labelled graphs that satisfy the degree criterion, we come
across two particular instances that have bound entangled quantum states. An advantage of us-
ing our grid-labelled graph framework is that it prompts us to see patterns in the structure of
the quantum states we are considering. The two bound entangled states in question have grid-
labelled graphs with a particular edge pattern. It is easy to see how this pattern can be scaled up
to generate similar quantum states in higher dimensions. We leave it as an open question to deter-
mine whether or not these higher dimensional states with the particular edge pattern are bound
entangled. Our initial calculations suggest that such a cross-hatch structure is indeed a signature
of bound entanglement [39]. This is encouraging evidence in the favour of using “structural” ar-
guments to characterise quantum states like we do.

In quantum mechanics, if a multi-partite quantum state can be transformed into another by
means of a sequence of local operations, that is, a sequence of individual manipulations performed
on each part of the system, then we say that the states are local operations and classical communica-
tion equivalent (for short, LOCC equivalent). Naturally, such local manipulations can not be used
to increase the amount of entanglement in the system. In our discussion, we are able to meaning-
fully express a subset of the LOCC operations as manipulations of the edges of the grid-labelled
graph. Concretely, we say that two grid-labelled graphs are locally isomorphic if they can be ob-
tained from one another by permuting the vertices in the rows and columns of the associated grid.
This idea expresses a special case of the graph isomorphism problem. In Section II D, not surpris-
ingly, we prove that pairs of locally isomorphic graphs have the same entanglement properties.
Of course, acting with a generic permutation on a grid-labelled graph could lead to a state that
has completely different entanglement properties. As such, isomorphisms in full generality could
be interpreted as including the entangling operations, while local isomorphisms correspond to
LOCC. This is another example of a mathematical concept that we feel is interesting in its own
right, and could potentially lead to new combinatorial questions and ideas. For example, in Sec-
tion II D we show that testing local isomorphism of grid-labelled graphs is at least as hard as the
graph isomorphism problem.

Finally, in Section V, we introduce two matrices that encode the structure of a graph, the degree
structure and adjacency structure matrices. We show that, in some cases, the entanglement present
in the quantum state of a grid-labelled graph can be detected by calculating the eigenvalues of
these matrices. This suggests that properties of grid-labelled graphs are also captured by meth-
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ods from algebraic graph theory, beyond a direct combinatorial analysis. Throughout the paper,
we state a number of computational problems, whose complexity is left open. In particular, the
problem (k, a, b)-G R A P H S E PA R A B I L I T Y is concerned with testing separability of grid-labelled
graphs with a particular number of vertices and edges. Additionally, S U B S E T P P T and S U B -
G R A P H D C deal with constructing examples of quantum states that satisfy the Peres-Horodecki
criterion and come from our analysis of the entanglement-inspired single player game discussed
in Appendix A. While intuitively there is a connection between S U B S E T P P T and the well known
problem S U B S E T S U M, there is additional structure to S U B S E T P P T which does not indicate an
immediate reduction.

C. Previous Works

The combinatorial Laplacian matrix of a graph has been treated as a density matrix in [18]. In
that work, it was shown that for such density matrices, the Peres-Horodecki entanglement crite-
rion [19, 20] can be expressed in terms of the structure of the corresponding graph via a criterion
referred to as the degree criterion. This idea is further explored in [21], where it was conjectured
that this criterion is necessary and sufficient for testing separability of such graph Laplacian states.
Wu [22] proved that the degree criterion is necessary and sufficient for graph Laplacian states in
C2 ⊗ Cq for any q. Shortly afterwards however, Hildebrand et al. [23] provided a counterexample
to the conjecture, demonstrating a graph Laplacian state in C3 ⊗ C3 that satisfies the degree cri-
terion, but is entangled. Variations and generalisations on the work of [18] has been carried out,
mostly focusing on weighted graphs and multipartite correlations [27–29, 31–35]. In this work we
focus on simple graphs and bipartite entanglement.

D. Synopsis

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we give a brief overview of the mathe-
matical tools involved in the standard formulation of quantum mechanics for the benefit of the
reader not familiar with this topic. In Section II B we describe the faulty emitter scenario and
define the main decision problem we study in the work, (k, a, b)-E D G E S E PA R A B I L I T Y, before
defining grid-labelled graphs in Section II C. In Section III we show how the degree criterion of
[18] can be interpreted in the context of our grid-labelled graph framework. In Section III we also
introduce the concept of separable decompositions of a grid-labelled graph. In Section III C, we
demonstrate the existence of a family of quantum states for which the Peres-Horodecki criterion
is necessary and sufficient, corresponding to what we refer to as stratified graphs. In Section IV
we classify all 3 × 3 grid-labelled graphs that satisfy the degree criterion, and prove that asymp-
totically almost surely, random grid-labelled graphs with a small number of edges are entangled.
Finally, in Section V we study the matrix realignment criterion of Chen and Wu [36] applied to
grid-labelled graphs, and show that it has a combinatorial interpretation. We use it to construct an
infinite family of entangled quantum states that the matrix realignment criterion does not detect.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. States and entanglement

In the standard mathematical axiomatization of quantum mechanics, a ket |ψ〉 is defined as
a column unit vector in some Hilbert space. A bra 〈ψ| is the functional sending |ϕ〉 to the inner
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product 〈ψ|ϕ〉. The state of a quantum system is by convention represented by a ket, referred to
as the system’s state vector, which belongs to a Hilbert space referred to as the system’s state space.

Let HA ∼= Cm and HB ∼= Cn be the state spaces of two quantum systems A and B. The state
space of their composite system is the bipartite tensor product spaceHAB := HA⊗HB ∼= Cm⊗Cn.
This notion can be used iteratively to obtain multipartite composite state spaces. In this work we
will consider only bipartite systems. A state |ψAB〉 ∈ HAB is said to be separable if there exists
|ψA〉 ∈ HA and |ψB〉 ∈ HB such that |ψAB〉 = |ψA〉 ⊗ |ψB〉. If a state is not separable then it is
called entangled. An equivalent representation of the state of a quantum system utilizes the density
operator formalism. A set of states {|ψ1〉, . . . , |ψk〉} together with probabilities p1, . . . , pk summing
to 1 is referred to as an ensemble. The density operator corresponding to such an ensemble is
defined by

ρ :=

k∑
i=1

pi|ψi〉〈ψi|.

Their statistical interpretation requires density operators to be positive semi-definite and have
unit trace. For a Hilbert space H, any linear operator acting on H, ρ ∈ L(H) enjoying these two
properties is a valid density operator, and describes some ensemble of state vectors inH. A density
operator ρ is said to be pure if ρ2 = ρ, otherwise it is called mixed. We will often refer to density
operators as simply states. A density operator ρ ∈ L(HAB) is separable if it can be written as

ρ =
∑
i

piρi ⊗ σi, (1)

where ρi ∈ L(HA) and σi ∈ L(HB) are density operators, and pi ≥ 0 such that
∑

i pi = 1. As
before, a density operator that is not separable is called entangled.

Of course, in the study of quantum systems with finite dimensions, one can fix a basis and
represent the system’s state using a density matrix. Since we will be working in a fixed basis, we
refer to density matrices throughout, rather than density operators. In [17], Gurvits showed that
it is NP-hard to decide if a density matrix of a bipartite state is separable. Subsequent work on
the computational complexity of testing separability of quantum states is covered in detail by
Ioannou [12].

B. Faulty emitters and combinatorial entanglement

We describe here a setting which is useful for giving a physical interpretation of some of the
results discussed in this paper. Consider a hypothetical device which is designed to emit a specific
pure state. Perhaps this state is entangled, and the device is designed to be an entanglement source
for use in a quantum key distribution protocol à la Ekert [37]. Suppose that on occasion, the device
makes an error, and emits a state that is different from the one it is designed to emit. Suppose
further that a fail-safe mechanism within the device can tell when an erroneous emission is made.
This mechanism is able to prepare a shortlist of pure states such that, while the device may not
know what state it just emitted, it knows with certainty that the state is on the shortlist.

In this work, we explore how this “debugging information” can sometimes be used to test if
the emitted state is entangled, without the recipient of the state interacting with it. In Figure 1, we
depict the scenario pictorially. More formally, when the device makes an erroneous emission of
a pure state |e〉, it also emits a classical description of a list of k states E such that for any state
|e′〉 ∈ E, the probability that e = e′,

P (e = e′) =
1

k
.
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FIG. 1. A depiction of the faulty emitter scenario. When there is uncertainty about the state that has
been emitted, this case is described by a density matrix ρ. In this work we will attempt to understand how
the debugging information given to us by the emitter, denoted by the writing on the scroll, can help us
understand the entanglement in the state ρ.

The state of the experimenter’s system after an erroneous emission with shortlist E is therefore

ρ(E) =
1

k

∑
|e〉∈E

|e〉〈e|.

We have motivated the study of the following problem.

Problem II.1. (k, a, b)-S E PA R A B I L I T Y

Input: A finite set of k pure states E = {|e〉 ∈ Ca ⊗ Cb}.
Question: Is the state

ρ(E) =
1

k

∑
|e〉∈E

|e〉〈e|

separable?

It is convenient at this early of analysis to discuss a refinement of this problem, the study of
which will make up the majority of this work. We require the following definition.

Definition II.2 (Edge States). LetHA⊗HB ∼= Cm⊗Cn be a bipartite tensor product Hilbert space. Let
{|i〉, |k〉} ⊂ HA (resp. {|j〉, |l〉} ⊂ HB) be standard basis elements ofHA (resp.HB). Then the edge state
|i, j; k, l〉 ∈ HA ⊗HB is defined

|i, j; k, l〉 :=
1√
2

(|i, j〉 − |k, l〉) .

The following problem is a refinement of (k, a, b)−S E PA R A B I L I T Y, where the states in the
uniform mixture are always edge states.

Problem II.3. (k, a, b)-E D G E S E PA R A B I L I T Y

Input: A finite set of k edge states E = {|e〉 ∈ Ca ⊗ Cb}.
Question: Is the state

ρ(E) =
1

k

∑
|e〉∈E

|e〉〈e|

separable?
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As we shall see, working with this problem will require the study of a combinatorial object
which we call a grid-labelled graph.

C. Grid-labelled graphs

We begin this section by defining the central notion of the present work:

Definition II.4 (Grid-labelled graph). A grid-labelled graph is a tuple Ga,bl = (G, l; a, b), where G is
a simple graph on n = a ·b vertices (a, b ≥ 1), l : V (G) −→ [a]× [b] is a bijective labelling of the vertices of
G, with [a] := {1, 2, ..., a} and [b] := {1, 2, ..., b}. When a and b are specified, we say that the grid-labelled
graph Ga,bl is of type (a, b).

When the context is clear, we refer to these objects as “graphs” and “grid-labelled graphs”
interchangeably. Given a labelling l, we write l(G) instead of l(V (G)), in order to simplify the
notation. Any graph G on k ≤ a · b vertices can be associated to a grid-labelled graph Ga,bl , by
choosing a labelling l(G) and by adding a · b − k isolated vertices. We say that G is the graph of
Ga,bl = (G, l; a, b).

FIG. 2. The grid-labelled graph G2,2
l as described in Example II.5.

Example II.5. Let us consider K2, where we denote by Kn the complete graph on n vertices. Let us
use this to construct a grid-labelled graphG2,2

l = (G, l; 2, 2). First of all, by Definition II.4, we work
with G = K2 ]K1 ]K1, in order to have |V (G)| = 4 = 2 · 2. The graph K1 is said to be an isolated
vertex. The symbol ‘]’ denotes disjoint union of two graphs. Let us choose V (K2) = {1, 2} and
V (K

(1,2)
1 ) = {3}, {4}. Then, we can define l(1) = (1, 1), l(2) = (2, 2), l(3) = (1, 2), and l(4) = (2, 1).

The graph obtained is illustrated in Figure 2.

A d-dimensional grid over finite sets X1 . . . Xd ⊂ N is the set

X1 × · · · ×Xd := {(x1, ..., xd) : xi ∈ Xi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d} ⊂ Nd.

In our case, X1 = [a] and X2 = [b]. Even if obvious, it is important to clarify the following.

Lemma II.6. There is a unique way of drawing a grid-labelled graph on n = a · b vertices on the grid
[a]× [b], where each point corresponds to an ordered pair (i, j) with i ∈ [a] and j ∈ [b].

For our purposes, it will be convenient to represent grid-labelled graphs by their (normalised)
combinatorial Laplacian matrices. Given a labelled graph G on n vertices {1, 2, ..., n} and m edges,
the combinatorial Laplacian ofG is the n×nmatrix, indexed by the vertices ofG, with uv-th entry
[L(G)]u,v = dG(u) if u = v, [L(G)]u,v = 0 if {u, v} /∈ E(G), and [L(G)]u,v = −1 if {u, v} ∈ E(G). It
follows that

L(G) = D(G)−A(G),
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where D(G) is the degree matrix of G and A(G) is its adjacency matrix. Recall that [D(G)]u,v =
δu,vdG(i), where δu,v is the Kronecker symbol and dG(u) = |{v : {u, v} ∈ E(G)}| is the degree
of u ∈ V (G); also, [A(G)]u,v = 1 if {u, v} ∈ E(G), and [A(G)]u,v = 0 otherwise. The adjacency,
degree and combinatorial Laplacian matrices of a grid-labelled graph are defined in the obvious
way, with matrix entries indexed by labelled vertices (i, j). For a grid-labelled graph Ga,bl with m
edges, we can obtain a density matrix from its combinatorial Laplacian matrix by normalisation,

ρ(Ga,bl ) := L(Ga,bl )/2m.

Example II.7. The density matrix associated with the grid-labelled graph G2,2
l with the labelling

l defined as in Example II.5 is

ρ(G2,2
l ) =

1

2


1 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 1

 .

Let ρ be a a · b × a · b density matrix. As we have mentioned in Section II A, ρ is said to be
separable if it can be written as ρ =

∑
i piρi⊗σi,where ρi and σi are a×a and b×b density matrices

respectively, acting on the Hilbert spaces of the subsystems, and pi ≥ 0 such that
∑

i pi = 1. The
set of separable density matrices is denoted by S.

We can interpret ρ as a linear operator acting on a tensor product Hilbert space HAB = HA ⊗
HB , where HA ∼= CaA and HB ∼= CbB , with dim(HA) = a and dim(HB) = b. Notice that there is a
correspondence between [a] (resp. [b]) and the elements of the standard basis of HA (resp. HB). It
is useful to label the entries of ρ(Ga,bl ) with the elements of an orthonormal basis ofHAB . For any
grid-labelled graph Ga,bl , we work with the standard basis elements |i, j〉 := |i〉 ⊗ |j〉 ∈ HA ⊗HB ,
corresponding to the ordered pairs that label the vertices of Ga,bl . Hence, once we have fixed the
labelling l, we can simply write

V (Ga,bl ) = {l(v) = (i, j) : v ∈ V (G ]a·b−|V (G)| K1)}

and, similarly,

E(Ga,bl ) = {{l(u), l(v)}) = {(i, j), (k, l)} : {u, v} ∈ E(G)}.

With this notation, we have

ρ(Ga,bl ) :=
1

2|E(Ga,bl )|

∑
{(i,j),(k,l)}∈E(Ga,b

l )

(|i, j〉 − |k, l〉)(〈i, j| − 〈k, l|). (2)

Clearly, ρ(Ga,bl ) is equal to L(G)/2|E(G)|, with the labelling l. The states appearing in the sum
in Equation (2) are associated with the edges of the graph Ga,bl . Such states appear often in this
work, indeed, these are the edge states from Definition II.2. Hence, we can define the density matrix
ρ(Ga,bl ) in terms of edge states,

ρ(Ga,bl ) :=
1

|E(Ga,bl )|

∑
{(i,j),(k,l)}∈E(Ga,b

l )

|i, j; k, l〉〈i, j; k, l|.

Therefore, (k, a, b)−E D G E S E PA R A B I L I T Y is exactly equivalent to the problem of testing separa-
bility of the normalised combinatorial Laplacian matrix of a grid-labelled graph of type (a, b) with
k edges. This problem is defined formally as follows.
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FIG. 3. Two locally isomorphic grid-labelled graphs of type (4, 3)

Problem II.8. (k, a, b)-G R A P H S E PA R A B I L I T Y

Input: A grid-labelled graph Ga,bl with k edges.
Question: Is the state ρ(Ga,bl ) separable?

Notice that the number of grid-labelled graphs on n = a·b vertices is 2n(n−1)/2. In fact, the num-
ber of labelled graphs on n vertices is 2n(n−1)/2 and there is a simple bijection between labelled
graphs and grid-labelled graphs. However, a grid-labelled graph can be seen as a labelled graph
with an ordered pair labelling each vertex, a fact with a number of consequences.

D. Local isomorphism

A complex matrix U is unitary if UU † = U †U = I , where U † is the Hermitian conjugate of U
and I is the identity matrix. The following result is well-known (see, e.g., [1]):

Proposition II.9. Let ρ be a density matrix acting onHAB . Let UA and UB be unitary matrices acting on
HA andHB , respectively. Let ρ′ = (UA ⊗ UB)ρ(U †A ⊗ U

†
B). Then, ρ′ ∈ S if and only if ρ ∈ S.

A permutation π of length n is a bijection π : [n]→ [n], where [n] = {1, 2, ..., n}. The permutation
matrix of π, denoted by Pπ, has ij-th entry [Pπ]i,j = 1 if π(i) = j and [Pπ]i,j = 0 otherwise. We
write P when we do not need to specify π. We denote by MT the transpose of a real matrix M .

Definition II.10 (Locally isomorphic grid-labelled graphs). Let Ga,bl and Ha,b
m be two grid-labelled

graphs. These graphs are said to be locally isomorphic if there are permutations π and σ on [a] and [b],
respectively, such that

(Pπ ⊗ Pσ)A(Ga,bl )(P Tπ ⊗ P Tσ ) = A(Ha,b
m ).

When Ga,bl and Ha,b
m are locally isomorphic, we write Ga,bl ∼=a,b H

a,b
m . The ordered pair of permutations

(π, σ) inducing the permutation matrices Pπ and Pσ is said to be a local isomorphism.

It is useful to observe that locally isomorphic graphs can be obtained from one another by per-
muting the rows and the columns of the Cartesian grid [a]× [b]. Indeed, the permutation matrices
Pπ and Pσ act on the rows and columns of the grid respectively.

Example II.11. The grid-labelled graphs in Figure 3 are locally isomorphic. Note how they can be
obtained from one another by swapping the first and third rows of vertices.
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In standard graph-theoretic terminology, two graphs G and H are said to be isomorphic if there
is a permutation matrix P such that PA(G)P T = A(H). When G and H are isomorphic, we write
G ∼= H .

Proposition II.12. Two isomorphic grid-labelled graphs are not necessarily locally isomorphic.

Proof. Not every permutation matrix of size a ·b can be written as P ⊗Q, for permutation matrices
P and Q.

For the sake of brevity, instead of writing ρ(Ga,bl ) ∈ S we write Ga,bl ∈ S. Proposition II.9 can
be easily adapted to our context:

Proposition II.13. Let Ga,bl and Ha,b
m be grid-labelled graphs. Let Ga,bl ∼=a,b H

a,b
m . Then, Ga,bl ∈ S if and

only if Ha,b
m ∈ S.

Proof. The statement follows from Proposition II.9 and from the fact that a permutation matrix P
is unitary (in fact, real-orthogonal), since PP T = P TP = I .

Let us show that testing if two grid-labelled graphs are locally isomorphic is at least as hard as
testing if two graphs are isomorphic. The graph isomorphism problem is as follows.

Problem II.14. G R A P H I S O M O R P H I S M

Input: Two graphs, G, and H .
Question: Is G isomorphic to H?

On the other hand, the local isomorphism problem is defined like so.

Problem II.15. L O C A L I S O M O R P H I S M

Input: Two grid-labelled graphs, Ga,bl , and Ha,b
m .

Question: Is Ga,bl locally isomorphic to Ha,b
m ?

The following theorem states that deciding L O C A L I S O M O R P H I S M is at least as hard as
G R A P H I S O M O R P H I S M.

Theorem II.16. There exists a polynomial time Karp reduction from G R A P H I S O M O R P H I S M to L O -
C A L I S O M O R P H I S M.

Proof. In order to prove this, we must show that for every pair of simple undirected graphsG and
H there exists a corresponding pair of grid-labelled graphs Ga,bl and Ha,b

m such that Ga,bl ∼=a,b H
a,b
m

if and only if G ∼= H . If G and H do not have the same number of vertices, they can not be
isomorphic, so w.l.o.g. we can assume they do.

Every graph G = (V,E) with n = |V | vertices labelled according to some bijection l : V → [n]
has a unique grid-labelled graph G1,n

q , where the labelling q is defined such that q(1, j) = l(j). It is
obvious that these corresponding grid-labelled graphs can be constructed in time polynomial in
the number of vertices in the original graph. The set of possible permutations of the vertex labels
of G and G1,n

q are identical. Then, by definition of local isomorphism, two graphs G and H are
isomorphic if and only if their corresponding grid-labelled graphs defined in this way are locally
isomorphic.

Hence, L O C A L I S O M O R P H I S M is a generalisation of G R A P H I S O M O R P H I S M. We will at-
tempt no further classification of the problem in this paper, however, it is obvious that it is in the
class NP.
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E. Local operations and classical communication

Local operations and classical communication (LOCC) capture the set of transformations of density
matrices ρ ∈ HA ⊗ HB that do not increase the amount of entanglement [1]. Local operations
can be interpreted as the set of transformations achievable by acting locally on HA and HB , re-
spectively. Consider the parts of ρ corresponding toHA andHB being given to two parties (Alice
and Bob) respectively. LOCC captures everything that can be done to ρ by Alice and Bob when act-
ing independently on their parts (local operations), and coordinating with one another by sending
bits back and forth (classical communication). As part of a formal description of LOCC, Definition
II.17 is important:

Definition II.17 (Local unitary). A unitary matrix U acting on a bipartite Hilbert spaceHAB is local if
it can be expressed as U = UA ⊗ UB , for unitary matrices UA acting onHA and UB acting onHB .

Below, we will work with LOCC and grid-labelled graphs. The next definition is useful for our
purpose:

Definition II.18 (Horizontal, vertical, diagonal edge). LetGa,bl be a grid-labelled graph. Let {(i, j), (k, l)} ∈
E(Ga,bl ). An edge {(i, j), (k, l)} ∈ E(Ga,bl ) is said to be

• Horizontal if i = k and j 6= l;

• Vertical if j = l and i 6= k;

• Diagonal if i 6= k and j 6= l.

For certain grid-labelled graphs, it is possible to construct their corresponding density matrices
purely via LOCC. Indeed, Theorem II.20 below gives an infinite family of grid-labelled graphs that
can be constructed in such a way. The theorem requires a technical lemma:

Lemma II.19. The unitary matrix U(i,j),(k,l) acting on a bipartite Hilbert space HAB ∼= Ca ⊗ Cb for
a, b ≥ 2, for (i, j) 6= (k, l) defined such that

U(i,j),(k,l)|1〉A|1〉B 7→
1√
2

(|i〉A|j〉B − |k〉A|l〉B)

and which acts as identity elsewhere, is a local unitary if

• i = k and j 6= l, or

• if i 6= k and j = l.

Proof. Starting with the separable pure state |1〉A|1〉B , we construct the grid-labelled graph (K2)a,bl ,
for a, b ≥ 2, with with a single (horizontal) edge {(1, 1), (1, 2)}. To do that, we use the matrix

V = IA ⊗ (HB ⊕ I),

where IA is the identity matrix of size a× a acting onHA,

HB =
1√
2

(
1 1
−1 1

)
,
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and I is an identity matrix of size (b − 2) × (b − 2). Here, “⊕” denotes matrix direct sum. The
matrix V is real-orthogonal, because HB is a Hadamard matrix. The grid-labelled graph (K2)a,bl ,
with density matrix

ρ((K2)a,bl ) =
1

2
(|1〉A|1〉B − |1〉A|2〉B)(〈1|A〈1|B − 〈1|A〈2|B),

is locally isomorphic to any other (K2)a,bl′ with a different labelling l′ such that i = k and j 6= l.
The same holds for the case i 6= k, j = l by similar reasoning. The matrix U(i,j),(k,l) is obtained by
the application of IA ⊗ (HB ⊕ I) followed by local isomorphisms. Thus, U(i,j),(k,l) is unitary.

With the use of this lemma, we can now prove the theorem.

Theorem II.20. Let Ga,bl be a grid-labelled graph with m edges. Suppose that Ga,bl does not have diagonal
edges. Then ρ(Ga,bl ) can be obtained from the separable pure density matrix ρ0 = |1〉A|1〉B〈1|A〈1|B by
application of local unitaries and logm bits of classical communication.

Proof. We prove the statement by demonstrating a protocol by which two parties can turn the
density matrix ρ0 into ρ(Ga,bl ), for grid-labelled graphs Ga,bl with no diagonal edges. The protocol
uses only classical communication and local unitaries acting on ρ0.

With every edge {(i, j), (k, l)}, we can associate the unitary matrix U(i,j),(k,l). If all edges are
horizontal or vertical, then by Lemma II.19 all m of these matrices are implementable by applying
local unitaries on ρ0. Both Alice and Bob know what each of these matrices are, and which local
unitaries they need to perform on their respective Hilbert space. Each unitary U(i,j),(k,l) is labelled
by an integer 1, 2, ...,m, such that the label assignments are known to both Alice and Bob. The
protocol is as follows:

Step 1. Alice selects a uniformly random integer x ∈ [m].

Step 2. Alice selects the unitary U(i,j),(k,l) labelled by x and performs her half on |1〉A. She sends x
to Bob.

Step 3. Bob performs his half of U(i,j),(k,l), with label x on |1〉B.

Step 4. Alice and Bob both erase the classical memory that stored their copy of x.

The protocol uses only local unitaries. At the end of the protocol, the final state is equal to

ρ =
1

m

∑
{(i,j),(k,l)}∈E(Ga,b

l )

U(i,j),(k,l)ρ0U(i,j),(k,l)
†

=
1

2m

∑
{(i,j),(k,l)}∈E(Ga,b

l )

(|i〉A|j〉B − |k〉A|l〉B)(〈i|A〈j|B − 〈k|A〈l|B)

= ρ(Ga,bl ),

via the edge state form in Equation (2). Alice needs to communicate logm bits to communicate
the value of x ∈ [m] to Bob.

Note that local isomorphisms do not by any means capture all of LOCC. We can conclude this
section with the following corollary, which shows how the adjacency structure of a grid-labelled
graph influences physical properties of the corresponding quantum state. In a way, this will be
the spirit of the present paper.
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Corollary II.21. If a grid-labelled graph Ga,bl has only horizontal and vertical edges then Ga,bl ∈ S.

Proof. This follows from Theorem II.20 and from Proposition II.13. If LOCC is sufficient to obtain
ρ(Ga,bl ) from the separable state ρ0, provided the edges of Ga,bl are either horizontal or vertical,
then for any such grid-labelled graph, Ga,bl ∈ S.

In the next section, we discuss entanglement criteria for grid-labelled graphs.

III. THE DEGREE CRITERION

A. The Peres-Horodecki and degree criteria

A well known necessary condition for separability of a density matrix is based on the partial
transpose.

Definition III.1 (Partial transpose [1]). Let ρAB ∈ L(HAB) be a bipartite density operator, and let
|i, j〉 ⊂ HAB denote a fixed product basis of HAB . Then the partial transpose with respect to subsystem
A of ρAB is the density operator ρΓA

AB defined such that

〈i, j|ρΓA
AB|k, l〉 := 〈k, j|ρAB|i, l〉.

Respectively, the partial transpose with respect to subsystem B of ρAB is defined

〈i, j|ρΓB
AB|k, l〉 := 〈i, l|ρAB|k, j〉.

Armed with this definition, we can state the Peres-Horodecki criterion.

Theorem III.2 (Peres-Horodecki Criterion [19, 20]). Let ρAB be a bipartite density operator. If ρAB is
separable, then ρΓA

AB (resp. ρΓB
AB) is positive.

Indeed, Horodecki et al. [20] subsequently prove that this criterion is necessary and sufficient
for separability for density operators acting on bipartite Hilbert spaces of dimension d ≤ 6.

Theorem III.3 (Horodecki et al. [20]). Let ρAB be a density operator acting on C2 ⊗ C2 or C2 ⊗ C3.
Then ρAB is separable if and only if ρΓA

AB (resp. ρΓB
AB) is positive.

In our context, the Peres-Horodecki criterion for testing separability of density matrices trans-
lates into a combinatorial statement called the degree criterion, as it was proved in [21, 22]. Let us
begin by defining the notion of partial transpose for grid-labelled graphs:

Definition III.4 (Partial transpose of a graph). Given a grid-labelled graph Ga,bl , its partial transpose
is the grid-labelled graph Γ(Ga,bl ) = (G, lΓ; a, b), where for every edge {u, v} ∈ E(G), for l(u) = (i, j)
and l(v) = (k, l), the labelling lΓ is such that lΓ(u) = (k, j) and lΓ(v) = (i, l).

Example III.5. In Figure 4, we show two grid-labelled graphs alongside their partial transposi-
tions. Note that the partial transpose operation does not affect horizontal and vertical edges, but
transposes each diagonal edge.

Let us now state the degree criterion. The proof of the following theorem follows the proof of
Theorem 2 in [21].
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FIG. 4. Two grid-labelled graphs side by side with their partial transpositions.

Theorem III.6 (Degree criterion). If Ga,bl ∈ S then

D(Ga,bl ) = D(Γ(Ga,bl )).

Proof. LetGa,bl be a grid-labelled graph. LetA(Ga,bl ) be the adjacency matrix ofGa,bl , and letL(Ga,bl )

be the Laplacian matrix of Ga,bl . For a a · b × a · b matrix M , let the matrix Γ(M) := MΓA be its
partial transpose. Without loss of generality, we consider only partial transpositions with respect
to the A subsystem, and do not consider normalisation factors. Clearly,

Γ(L(Ga,bl )) = D(Ga,bl )−A(Γ(Ga,bl ))

= D(Ga,bl )−D(Γ(Ga,bl )) + L(Γ(Ga,bl )).

Thus,

Γ(L(Ga,bl )) = L(Γ(Ga,bl )) + ∆,

where

∆ = D(Ga,bl )−D(Γ(Ga,bl )).

It is clear that ∆ is an a · b× a · b real diagonal matrix with trace tr(∆) = 0, since

tr(D) = tr(D(Ga,bl ))− tr(D(Γ(Ga,bl ))) = 0.

If ∆ is not equal to the zero matrix, then it follows that there exists one or more negative entries
on its diagonal. Let ∆i,i = bi be one such non-zero entry. Let |ψ0〉 =

∑a·b
j=1 |j〉 be the all-ones vector,

and |φ〉 := k|i〉 for k ∈ R.
Then, for |χ〉 = |ψ0〉+ |φ〉,

〈χ|(L(Ga,bl ) + ∆)|χ〉 = 〈χ|L(Ga,bl )|χ〉+ 〈χ|∆|χ〉

= 〈ψ0|L(Ga,bl )|ψ0〉+ 〈ψ0|L(Ga,bl )|φ〉+ 〈φ|L(Ga,bl )|ψ0〉+ 〈φ|L(Ga,bl )|φ〉
+ 〈ψ0|∆|ψ0〉+ 〈ψ0|∆|φ〉+ 〈φ|∆|ψ0〉+ 〈φ|∆|φ〉.
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From the fact that |ψ0〉 is a right eigenvector of L(Ga,bl ) with eigenvalue 0, and that 〈ψ0|∆|ψ0〉 =
tr(∆) = 0, it follows that

〈χ|(L(Ga,bl ) + ∆)|χ〉 = 〈ψ0|L(Ga,bl )|φ〉+ 〈φ|L(Ga,bl )|φ〉
+ 〈ψ0|∆|φ〉+ 〈φ|∆|ψ0〉+ 〈φ|∆|φ〉.

Finally, we have

〈ψ0|L(Ga,bl )|φ〉 = 〈φ|L(Ga,bl )T |ψ0〉 = 〈φ|L(Ga,bl )|ψ0〉 = 0;

〈φ|L(Ga,bl )|φ〉 = k2[L(Ga,bl )]i,i = k2d(i),

where d(i) is the degree of vertex i,

〈φ|∆|φ〉 = bik
2,

and

〈ψ0|∆|φ〉 = 〈φ|∆|ψ0〉 = bik.

Hence,

〈χ|(L(Ga,bl ) + ∆)|χ〉 = k2(d(i) + bi) + 2bik. (3)

Since bi < 0 by definition, a positive k can be chosen small enough to make Equation 3 negative.
We therefore have that

L(Ga,bl ) + ∆ 6≥ 0.

If Ga,bl ∈ S then by Theorem III.2, Γ(L(Ga,bl )) ≥ 0. Since Γ(L(Ga,bl )) = L(Γ(Ga,bl )) + ∆, then this
can only be true if ∆ = 0, which means that D(Ga,bl ) = D(Γ(Ga,bl )).

The degree criterion turns out to be necessary and sufficient in the following case:

Theorem III.7. For a grid-labelled graph G2,b
l with b ≥ 2,

∆(Ga,bl ) = ∆(Γ(Ga,bl ))

if and only if Ga,bl ∈ S.

To prove this we require some technical lemmas. Recall that a decomposition of a graph G is
a set of subgraphs {H1, H2, ...,Hk} that partition the edges of G:

⋃k
i=1Hi = G and for all i 6= j,

E(Hi)∩E(Hj) = ∅. Notice that isolated vertices do not contribute to a decomposition and so each
Hi can always be seen as a spanning subgraph (this is a subgraph that contains all the vertices). It
will be useful to redefine some of these graph theoretic concepts for grid-labelled graphs.

Definition III.8. A grid-labelled graph Ha,b
l is a subgraph of a grid-labelled graph Ga,bl , denoted Ha,b

l ⊆
Ga,bl , if every edge of Ha,b

l is an edge of Ga,bl .

Definition III.9. Two grid-labelled graphs Ga,bl and Ha,b
l are edge disjoint if they have no edges in

common,

E(Ga,bl ) ∩ E(Ha,b
l ) = ∅.
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Definition III.10. The union of two edge disjoint grid-labelled graphs, Ga,bl and Ha,b
l , is the grid-labelled

graph Ga,bl ∪H
a,b
l with edge set E(Ga,bl ) ∪ E(Ha,b

l ).

Definition III.11. A set of edge disjoint subgraphs of Ga,bl , X = {(H1)a,bl , . . . , (Hn)a,bl }, is called a
decomposition of Ga,bl if

⋃n
i=1(Hi)

a,b
l = Ga,bl .

Lemma III.12 is easy to prove, but valuable:

Lemma III.12 (HVD decomposition). Given a grid-labelled graphGa,bl withm edges, its density matrix
can be written in the form

ρ(Ga,bl ) =

∣∣∣E(Ha,b
l )
∣∣∣

m
ρ(Ha,b

l ) +

∣∣∣E(V a,b
l )

∣∣∣
m

ρ(V a,b
l ) +

∣∣∣E(Da,b
l )
∣∣∣

m
ρ(Da,b

l ),

where the graphs Ha,b
l , V a,b

l , Da,b
l contain all horizontal, vertical, and diagonal edges of Ga,bl respectively.

These graphs form a unique decomposition of Ga,bl , which we will call the HVD decomposition.

Proof. For any grid-labelled graph Ga,bl with m edges,

ρ(Ga,bl ) =
1

2m
L(Ga,bl )

=
1

2m
(L(Ha,b

l ) + L(V a,b
l ) + L(Da,b

l ))

=
1

2m
(2
∣∣∣E(Ha,b

l )
∣∣∣ ρ(Ha,b

l ) + 2
∣∣∣E(V a,b

l )
∣∣∣ ρ(V a,b

l ) + 2
∣∣∣E(Da,b

l )
∣∣∣ ρ(Da,b

l ))

=
|E(Ha,b

l |
m

ρ(Ha,b
l ) +

|E(V a,b
l |

m
ρ(V a,b

l ) +
|E(Da,b

l |
m

ρ(Da,b
l ).

Lemma III.13. Let Ga,bl be a grid-labelled graph. Let Ha,b
l , V a,b

l and Da,b
l be the components of the HVD-

decomposition of Ga,bl . Then, Ga,bl satisfies the degree criterion if and only if Da,b
l satisfies the degree crite-

rion.

Proof. By definition Ha,b
l and V a,b

l contain only horizontal and vertical edges. These edges remain
invariant under the partial transpose operation, and hence can be disregarded when considering
the degree criterion.

The last component needed to prove Theorem III.7 is the following theorem of Ando [38],
which we state without proof.

Theorem III.14 (Ando [38]: Theorem 4.9). Any positive semi-definite matrix of the form(
C A
A† C

)
,

where A and C are b× b complex matrices, is separable in C2 ⊗ Cb.

Proof of Theorem III.7. It suffices to prove that if a grid-labelled graph G2,b
l satisfies the degree cri-

terion then G2,b
l ∈ S. We know from Lemma III.13 that G2,b

l satisfies the degree criterion if and
only if D2,b

l satisfies the degree criterion, where D2,b
l is from the HVD decomposition of G2,b

l and
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contains all diagonal edges of G2,b
l . Hence, we need to show that if the degree criterion holds then

ρ(D2,b
l ) ∈ S. Up to normalisation, the structure of this density matrix is

ρ(D2,b
l ) =

(
∆(1) A

AT ∆(2)

)
,

where ∆(i), with i = 1, 2, are diagonal matrices encoding the degrees of the vertices in row i,

∆
(i)
j,j = d((i, j)),

and the matrix A encodes the diagonal edges of G2,b
l . This can be seen from the fact that the

adjacency matrix of any grid-labelled graph G2,b
l with diagonal edges only is a 2 × 2 symmetric

block matrix with block diagonals equal to the zero matrix – diagonal edges are incident to vertices
in different rows by definition. The density matrix of the partial transpose of Da,b

l is then

ρ(Γ(Da,b
l )) =

(
∆(2) AT

A ∆(1)

)
=

(
∆(2) A

AT ∆(1)

)
.

The degree criterion holds for a general grid-labelled graph Ga,bl if and only if diag(ρ(Da,b
l )) =

diag(ρ(Γ(Da,b
l ))), hence if the degree criterion holds for D2,b

l then ∆(1) = ∆(2). Since density ma-
trices are by definition positive semi-definite, by Theorem III.14 ρ(D2,b

l ) is separable.

In proving this theorem we have uncovered the following interesting corollary, following from
the requirement that the matrices ∆(1) and ∆(2) are equal for grid-labelled graphs of type (2, b)
that satisfy the degree criterion.

Corollary III.15. Let G2,b
l be a grid-labelled graph. Then G2,b

l ∈ S if and only if

d((1, j)) = d((2, j))

for 1 ≤ j ≤ b.

This means that grid-labelled graphs of type (2, b) for b ≥ 2 are separable if and only if the
vertex degrees are equal for vertices in the same column.

B. Extensions and second order local isomorphism

We conclude this section by introducing a generalisation of local isomorphism, second order local
isomorphism, that can be used to generate infinite families of separable or entangled grid-labelled
graphs.

Definition III.16 (Grid-labelled graph extension). Let Ga,bl be a grid-labelled graph. A grid-labelled
graph Hc,d

m is said to be an extension of Ga,bl if c ≥ a, d ≥ b, E(Ga,bl ) = E(Hc,d
m ), V (Hc,d

m ) = V (Ga,bl ]k
V (K1)), for k = c · d− a · b, and for all v ∈ V (G), l(v) = m(v).

Example III.17. In Figure 5, the graph on the right is an extension of the graph on the left, because
it can be obtained by increasing the dimensions of the grid.

Definition III.18 (Second order local isomorphism). Two grid-labelled graphs, Ga,bl and Hc,d
m , with

a ≤ c, b ≤ d, are said to be second order locally isomorphic if Ga,bl has an extension Gc,dl′ , such that
Gc,dl′

∼=c,d H
c,d
m . This is denoted by Ga,bl ∼=c,d H

c,d
m .
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FIG. 5. The grid-labelled graph on the right is an extension of that on the left.

FIG. 6. Two grid-labelled graphs that are second order locally isomorphic.

Note that second order local isomorphism is reflexive.

Example III.19. The two grid-labelled graphs in Figure 6 are second order locally isomorphic.
They can be obtained from one another by modifying the grid dimensions and permuting the
vertex rows and columns.

Proposition III.20. If two grid-labelled graphs are locally isomorphic then they are second order locally
isomorphic. The converse is not necessarily true.

Proof. If two grid-labelled graphs Ga,bl and Hc,d
m are locally isomorphic, then a = c and b = d.

Trivially, the grid-labelled graphs are extensions of one another, and are hence second order locally
isomorphic.

The converse is not true precisely because Ga,bl ∼=c,d H
c,d
m does not imply a = c, b = d, which is

required by the definition of local isomorphism.

Proposition III.21. For a grid-labelled graph Ga,bl with an extension Hc,d
m , Ga,bl ∈ S if and only if Hc,d

m ∈
S.

Proof. It is clear that adding isolated vertices will not affect separability of a grid-labelled graph.

Proposition III.22. Let Ga,bl and Hc,d
m be grid-labelled graphs. Let Ga,bl ∼=c,d H

c,d
m . Then, Ga,bl ∈ S if and

only if Hc,d
m ∈ S.

Proof. If a = c and b = d then Ga,bl and Hc,d
m are locally isomorphic, and the result follows from

Proposition II.13. Therefore it suffices to prove that extension will not affect separability, which
we have proved already in Proposition III.21.

In the next section we will consider decompositions of grid-labelled graphs in greater depth.
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C. Decompositions

A further sufficient condition for separability is based on decompositions:

Theorem III.23 (Separable Decompositions). If there exists a decomposition X of Ga,bl such that for all
Ha,b
l ∈ X we have Ha,b

l ∈ S, then Ga,bl ∈ S.

Proof. We know that

ρ(Ga,bl ) =
1

2|E(Ga,bl )|
L(Ga,bl )

=
1

2|E(Ga,bl )|

∑
Ha,b

l ∈X

L(Ha,b
l )

=
1

2|E(Ga,bl ))

∑
Ha,b

l ∈X

2|E(Ha,b
l )| · ρ(Ha,b

l )

=
∑
H∈X

|E(Ha,b
l )|

|E(Ga,bl )|
ρ(Ha,b

l ).

If for all Ha,b
l ∈ X , Ha,b

l ∈ S then a convex combination of the form given by Equation (1) can be
formed by setting pi = |E(H)|/|E(G)|. Therefore, Ga,bl ∈ S.

Definition III.24 (Pair-symmetric grid-labelled graphs). A grid-labelled graph is said to be pair-
symmetric if each of its diagonal edges {(i, j), (k, l)} have a counterpart edge {(k, j), (i, l)}. An edge
and its counterpart are referred to as a counterpart pair.

The grid-labelled graphs in Figures 6, 7 and 8 are pair-symmetric.

Proposition III.25. Every pair-symmetric grid-labelled graph is separable.

Proof. Let Ga,bl be a pair-symmetric grid-labelled graph with k counterpart pairs. Let (Hi)
a,b
l for

1 ≤ i ≤ k be the subgraph of Ga,bl containing only the edges of the ith counterpart pair. Let
(Hk+1)a,bl be the subgraph of Ga,bl containing the remaining edges of Ga,bl , that is, those edges not
part of the list of k counterpart pairs. Clearly, the set X = {H1, H2, ...,Hk+1} forms a decompo-

...

... ...

FIG. 7. A a× b graph with a cross.
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FIG. 8. A 2× 2 graph with a cross.

sition of Ga,bl . To prove the proposition it suffices to show that for each Ha,b
l ∈ X,Ha,b

l ∈ S. It is
obvious that for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, (Hi)

a,b
l
∼=a,b S

a,b
l , where Sa,bl is shown in Figure 7. This graph is an

extension of S2,2
l , shown in Figure 8. The graph S2,2

l is invariant under partial transpose, and so
satisfies the degree criterion. Since the degree criterion is necessary and sufficient for separability
in this case (a = b = 2), we know that S2,2

l ∈ S. Hence, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, S2,2
l
∼=a,b (Hi)

a,b
l , and so

(Hi)
a,b
l ∈ S.

The last component of the decomposition X , (Hk+1)a,bl , has only horizontal and vertical edges
(since by definition, all diagonal edges in a pair-symmetric graph are involved in a counterpart
pair). Hence from Corollary II.21, (Hk+1)a,bl ∈ S, and so X is a separable decomposition of Ga,bl .
The proposition thus follows via Theorem III.23.

The pair-symmetric grid-labelled graphs belong to a larger family of grid-labelled graphs,
which we call stratified. Satisfaction of the degree criterion is a necessary and sufficient condition
for separability of stratified grid-labelled graphs. Furthermore, such grid-labelled graphs exist in
all bipartite dimensions.

Definition III.26 (Stratified grid-labelled graphs). A grid-labelled graph is called row (resp. column)
stratified if for all of its diagonal edges {(i, j), (k, l)}, |i− k| = 1 (resp. |j − l| = 1).

FIG. 9. A row stratified graph

Example III.27. Figure 9 illustrates a row stratified grid-labelled graph. The endpoints of all diag-
onal edges are restricted to nearest neighbour rows of vertices, hence the name “stratified”.

The following lemma is obvious.
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Lemma III.28 (Strata decomposition). Let Ga,bl be a row (resp. column) stratified grid-labelled graph.
Let Da,b

l be the diagonal part of the HVD decomposition of Ga,bl . Then, Da,b
l has a decomposition S =

{(Si)a,bl } for 1 ≤ i < b, where (Si)
a,b
l is the subgraph of Da,b

l containing the edges {(p, q), (r, s)} ∈
E(Da,b

l ) with p = i and r = i + 1 (resp. q = i and s = i + 1). We call S the strata decomposition of
Ga,bl .

This can be used to prove the following.

Lemma III.29. Let Ga,bl be a stratified grid-labelled graph. If Ga,bl satisfies the degree criterion then each
element of its strata decomposition satisfies the degree criterion.

Proof. We prove the lemma for row stratified graphs. The same argument holds for column strat-
ified graphs if all references to “rows” are replaced by “columns”. In what follows, we refer to
graphs that satisfy the degree criterion as “DC”, and those that do not as “non-DC”.

By definition, the elements of a strata decomposition of a graph Ga,bl are second order locally
isomorphic to graphs of type (2, b) – that is, we are only interested in the vertices in the 2 “occupied
rows” of the strata. By Corollary III.15 if a grid-labelled graph of type (2, b) is non-DC, then the
degrees of the vertices in the upper row do not match those of the lower row. Therefore, if a single
element (Si)

a,b
l of the strata decomposition of Ga,bl (in this case, corresponding to the subgraph

induced by vertices in row i and i + 1 of Ga,bl ) is non-DC, then the degree of at least 1 vertex in
these rows will change after partial transpose. If this happens, then of course Ga,bl is non-DC.

To finish the proof of this lemma, we must show that if more than 1 element of the strata de-
composition of Ga,bl is non-DC then Ga,bl is non-DC. This must be considered because conceivably
the degree changes in 2 or more non-DC strata could cancel out in some way, leaving D(Ga,bl )

equal to D(Γ(Ga,bl )).
The only way two strata degree changes could cancel out would be if two non-DC strata shared

a row ofGa,bl . That is, if the strata (Si)
a,b
l and (Si+1)a,bl were non-DC. However, if this were the case

then rows i and i + 2 would have a partial transpose degree change. By the same argument, no
additional non-DC strata can be selected either side of these to cancel out the degree changes. The
lemma follows.

Theorem III.30. A stratified grid-labelled graph Ga,bl is separable if and only if it satisfies the degree
criterion.

Proof. The degree criterion has been proved to be necessary for separability, hence we must only
prove sufficiency.

From Lemma III.28, for any stratified grid-labelled graph Ga,bl there exists a decomposition
S = {(Si)a,bl } for 1 ≤ i < b. Each of the (Si)

a,b
l are second order locally isomorphic to a graph (Si)

2,b
l

– informally, we can discard each isolated vertex. If the degree criterion holds for Ga,bl , then by
Lemma III.29 it holds for each (Si)

2,b
l . Hence, by sufficiency of the degree criterion for separability

for grid-labelled graphs with a = 2, each (Si)
2,b
l is separable, and the strata decomposition S is a

separable decomposition of Ga,bl . Separability of Ga,bl follows from Theorem III.23.

Note that the work of Wu [22] explores separability of matrices with line-sum symmetric
blocks, and proves results of the same flavour to what we do in this section. Perhaps there is
a link between grid-labelled graphs that are locally isomorphic to stratified grid-labelled graphs
and combinatorial Laplacian matrices with line-sum symmetric blocks.
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In this section we have explored separability criteria for grid-labelled graphs in detail. In the
next section, we use these techniques to classify all grid-labelled graphs of type (3, 3) that sat-
isfy the degree criterion. In some cases we are able to go further and identify certain families of
separable grid-labelled graphs.

IV. SEPARABILITY IN 3× 3

Let us investigate separability for grid-labelled graphs of type (3, 3). We will attempt to go as
far as possible using only the degree criterion. As previously seen, only the diagonal edges of a
graph are relevant for satisfying the degree criterion (see Lemma III.13). To keep things simple,
we will not consider any graphs with horizontal or vertical edges. We will need to further classify
diagonal edges into uphill and downhill edges. Uphill edges are those which travel from bottom-left
vertices to top-right vertices, and downhill edges are those which travel from top-left to bottom-
right. The grid-labelled graph in Figure 10 has 3 downhill edges and 2 uphill edges. Here is a
formal definition.

Definition IV.1 (Uphill and downhill edges). Let Ga,bl be a grid-labelled graph. Let {(i, j), (k, l)} ∈
E(Ga,bl ) be a diagonal edge belonging to Ga,bl . We say that the edge is uphill if sgn(i − k) 6= sgn(j − l),
and downhill if sgn(i− k) = sgn(j − l).

FIG. 10. A grid-labelled graph with 2 uphill and 3 downhill diagonal edges.

In order for a grid-labelled graph to satisfy the degree criterion, the degrees of its vertices
must not change after the partial transpose operation. Each edge of the graph contributes 1 to
the degrees of two vertices, v1 and v2. If the edge is diagonal, then after the partial transpose
operation, this edge will contribute 1 to the degrees of two different vertices, w1 6= v1 and w2 6= v2.

Let G3,3
l be a grid-labelled graph with a single diagonal edge, {(1, 1), (3, 3)}. This graph does

not satisfy the degree criterion. Indeed, there is no grid-labelled graph with a single diagonal
edge that satisfies the degree criterion. Suppose we want to make G3,3

l satisfy the degree criterion
by adding a single diagonal edge. In order for this to be the case, the new edge must be placed
such that after partial transpose, the vertices (1, 1) and (3, 3) have degree 1. Also, the vertices to
which the edge moves to after partial transpose, (1, 3) and (3, 1), must have degree 1 before partial
transpose. The only edge that can be added such that the graph will have these two properties is
easily seen to be the edge {(1, 3), (3, 1)}.

This reasoning about pre and post-transpose degree properties can be generalised to grid-
labelled graphs with more edges via the concept of edge contributions.
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A. Edge contributions

Definition IV.2 (Edge contribution matrix). Let Ga,bl be a grid-labelled graph with edge set E. For each
diagonal edge {(i, j), (k, l)} ∈ E, define its a× b edge contribution matrix A(i,j),(k,l) such that

[A(i,j),(k,l)]pq :=


+1 if p = i, q = j or p = k, q = l;
−1 if p = i, q = l or p = k, q = j;

0 otherwise.

Definition IV.3 (Graph contribution matrix). Let Ga,bl be a grid-labelled graph with diagonal edge set
D ⊆ E(Ga,bl ). The contribution matrix of Ga,bl is defined

C(Ga,bl ) =
∑

{(i,j),(k,l)}∈D

A(i,j),(k,l). (4)

The contribution matrix of a grid-labelled graph encodes the pre and post-transpose degree
contributions of all its edges. If the partial transpose changes the degree of a vertex, then this
means that there is some edge whose pre and post-transpose degree contribution do not match
and cancel out. Hence there is a non-zero component somewhere in the contribution matrix of the
graph. The following lemma is easily seen from this line of argument.

Lemma IV.4. Let Ga,bl be a grid-labelled graph with contribution matrix C(Ga,bl ). Then Ga,bl satisfies the
degree criterion if and only if C(Ga,bl ) is equal to the a× b matrix with all entries equal to 0.

Proof. LetGa,bl be a grid-labelled graph. Without loss of generality we may assume that it contains
only diagonal edges. From the definition of the contribution matrix of a graph it is clear that for
each vertex (i, j) ∈ V (Ga,bl ) with degree d, there will be d edge contribution matrices in the sum
in Equation (4) that have +1 for their ijth element.

If Ga,bl satisfies the degree criterion then for each vertex (i, j) ∈ V (Ga,bl ) with degree d there
will be d edges {(i, l), (k, j)} ∈ E(Ga,bl ) such that after partial transpose, an endpoint of each edge
will be the vertex (i, j). By definition, the edge contribution matrices of these edges will have −1

in their ijth entry. Hence, the ijth entry of C(Ga,bl ) is zero. This is true for all entries of C(Ga,bl ).
For the other direction, if C(Ga,bl ) is equal to the zero matrix then for each element of the edge

contribution matrices in the sum in Equation (4) there will be an equal number of positive and
negative entries. This means that the degrees of the vertices of the graph are the same before and
after the partial transpose, by definition of the graph contribution matrix.

Example IV.5. The contribution matrix of a graphG3,3
l with three edges, {(1, 1), (2, 2)}, {(3, 1), (1, 3)}

and {(2, 1), (3, 3)}, as illustrated in Figure 11, is

C(Ga,bl ) = A(1,1),(2,2) +A(3,1),(1,3) +A(2,1),(3,3)

=

+1 −1 0
−1 +1 0
0 0 0

+

−1 0 +1
0 0 0

+1 0 −1

+

 0 0 0
+1 0 −1
−1 0 +1


=

0 −1 +1
0 +1 −1
0 0 0

 .
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FIG. 11. A grid-labelled graph that does not satisfy the degree criterion. Note that its contribution matrix
is not equal to the zero matrix.

It is clear from the fact that the contribution matrix C(G3,3
l ) is non-zero that the graph G3,3

l does
not satisfy the degree criterion. However, it is easily checked that adding the edge {(1, 3), (2, 2)}
causes the contribution matrix to become equal to the zero matrix.

Let us now discuss a method of pictorially representing the contribution matrix of a graph:
contribution tables.

Definition IV.6 (Contribution table). Let C be an a × b edge contribution matrix of dimension a × b.
The contribution table of C is an a× b grid, whose cells are populated with diagonal dashes running from
top left to bottom right (down dashes), or bottom left to top right (up dashes).

The dash placement on the table corresponding to C is as follows. If Cij = +1 then place a down dash
in the corresponding grid square. If Cij = −1 then place an up dash in the corresponding grid square.

We call dashes in the same grid square but in different directions complementary. Two comple-
mentary dashes are called a cross (because the drawing looks like an ‘X’). If a cell contains a dash
that can not be uniquely paired with a complementary dash, then that dash is called unmatched.
The addition of two contribution tables is the contribution table with all dashes from both tables.
The contribution table of a graph is the addition of the contribution tables of each of its edges.

Example IV.7. The contribution table of the grid-labelled graph G3,3
l defined in Example IV.5 and

illustrated in Figure 11 is found to be equal to

+ + = .

The contribution table of G3,3
l has four crosses and four unmatched dashes.

The next lemma follows directly from Lemma IV.4.

Lemma IV.8. Let Ga,bl be a grid-labelled graph. Then Ga,bl satisfies the degree criterion if and only if its
contribution table contains no unmatched dashes.

B. Building-block grid-labelled graphs

We have introduced edge contribution matrices and tables in order to find 3 × 3 grid-labelled
graphs that satisfy the degree criterion. We shall see that such grid-labelled graphs can be obtained
from a small set of grid-labelled graphs which we call building-blocks.
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FIG. 12. Clockwise from top left, the graphs (B2)3,3l , (B3)3,3l , (B4)3,3l , and (B5)3,3l .

Definition IV.9 (Building-blocks). The following grid-labelled graphs are illustrated in Figure 12.

• The criss-cross (B2)3,3
l has two edges: {(1, 1), (2, 2)} and {(1, 2), (2, 1)}.

• The tally (B3)3,3
l has three edges {(1, 1), (2, 2)}, {(1, 2), (2, 3)} and {(2, 1), (1, 3)}.

• The cross-hatch (B4)3,3
l has four edges: {(1, 1), (2, 3)}, {(2, 1), (3, 3)}, {(1, 2), (3, 1)} and {(1, 3), (3, 2)}.

• The skew-mesh (B5)3,3
l has five edges: {(1, 1), (3, 3)}, {(1, 2), (2, 1)} and {(1, 3), (2, 2)}, {(2, 2), (3, 1)},

{(2, 3), (3, 2)}.

From our exploration so far of the contribution table framework, we can observe that the only
type (3, 3) grid-labelled graphs with 2 diagonal edges satisfying the degree criterion are locally
isomorphic to the graph (B2)3,3

l , i.e., the 3 × 3 criss-cross. In the next section we will show that
with the use of an additional lemma, this can be proved formally.

C. 3× 3 degree criterion with 2 diagonal edges

Lemma IV.10. Let Ga,bl be a grid-labelled graph with m edges. If Ga,bl satisfies the degree criterion, then
its contribution table will contain exactly 2m crosses.

Proof. Each edge in a grid-labelled graph contributes 4 dashes to the contribution table, so there
are 4m dashes on the table. If a grid-labelled graph satisfies the degree criterion, then each dash
must be matched, meaning there are 4m/2 = 2m crosses.

Lemma IV.11. Let G3,3
l be a grid-labelled graph with 2 diagonal edges. Then G3,3

l satisfies the degree
criterion if and only if it is locally isomorphic to (B2)3,3

l .
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Proof. From Lemma IV.10, it follows that any graph with 2 edges that satisfies the degree criterion
must have a table with 4 crosses, for example,

, and , etc.

There are of course several additional tables that have 4 crosses. However, not all of these are
associated with a valid graph. For example, it is clear that there is no 2 edge graph that will have
the table

.

The only valid tables are those with four crosses in a rectangular placement, as illustrated in the
first example. It is clear that the only grid-labelled graphs which lead to such tables are locally
isomorphic to (B2)3,3

l .

In proving Lemma IV.11 we have seen that there exist contribution tables that do not corre-
spond to graphs, for example, the table

.

If a contribution table does not correspond to a graph then we call it invalid. The following lemma
is useful.

Lemma IV.12. If a contribution table has a column or row with only 1 non-empty cell then it is invalid.

Proof. By definition, the sum of any number of edge contribution matrices will never produce a
matrix with a column or row with only 1 non-zero entry. Hence, no contribution table will have a
column or row with only 1 non-empty cell.

Another useful lemma that comes directly from our experience in proving the 2 edge case
is the following, regarding the contribution tables (equivalently, contribution matrices) of two
locally isomorphic grid-labelled graphs.

Lemma IV.13. Two grid-labelled graphs are locally isomorphic if and only if their contribution tables can
be obtained from one another by permuting rows and columns.

Proof. This follows from the one to one mapping between edges and edge contribution matrices
and the definition of local isomorphism.

Analogously to the case for grid-labelled graphs, we say that two contribution tables that can
be obtained from one another by permuting rows and columns are locally isomorphic. We are
now in a position to proceed in our characterisation of all 3 × 3 grid-labelled graphs that satisfy
the degree criterion. In what follows we will consider all valid contribution tables for a set number
of edges. It does not make sense to consider pairs of contribution tables which can be obtained
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from one another by rotation since we are only interested in the “topological” properties of the
graphs that satisfy the degree criterion. In Appendix A we present some computational problems
about contribution tables in an attempt to understand the complexity of finding graphs that satisfy
the degree criterion. Let us now continue with our classification of the 3× 3 grid-labelled graphs
that do so.

D. 3× 3 degree criterion with 3 diagonal edges

Lemma IV.14. Let G3,3
l be a grid-labelled graph with 3 diagonal edges. Then G3,3

l satisfies the degree
criterion if and only if it is locally isomorphic to (B3)3,3

l or a rotation of (B3)3,3
l .

Proof. From Lemma IV.10 we know that any grid-labelled graphG3,3
l with 3 diagonal edges which

satisfies the degree criterion has a contribution table with 6 crosses. It can be verified by direct
inspection that all valid 6 cross contribution tables are locally isomorphic to rotations of

,

which can only be the contribution table of a grid-labelled graph locally isomorphic to (B3)3,3
l .

Notice that our reasoning so far about grid-labelled graphs with 2 or 3 edges that satisfy the
degree criterion is valid for grid-labelled graphs of arbitrary type (m,n), not just (3, 3). Indeed,
this observation along with Lemmas IV.11 and IV.14 can be used to prove the following.

Theorem IV.15. Let Gm,nl for any m,n ≥ 2 be a grid-labelled graph with 2 (resp. 3) diagonal edges. Then
Gm,nl ∈ S if and only if B3,3

2
∼=m,n G

m,n
l (resp. B3,3

3
∼=m,n G

m,n
l ).

Proof. We know from Lemmas IV.11 and IV.14 that a grid-labelled graph of type (3, 3) with 2 (resp.
3) diagonal edges satisfies the degree criterion if and only if it is locally isomorphic to (B2)3,3

l

(resp. a rotation of (B3)3,3
l ). The reasoning in the proofs of these lemmas is independent of grid

dimension. Due to the structure of (B2)3,3
l and (B3)3,3

l , all grid-labelled graphs second order locally
isomorphic to rotations of these grid-labelled graphs are row or column stratified. From Theorem
III.30, such grid-labelled graphs are separable.

E. 3× 3 degree criterion with 4 and 5 diagonal edges

Lemma IV.16. Let G3,3
l be a grid-labelled graph with 4 diagonal edges. Then G3,3

l satisfies the degree
criterion if and only if it is locally isomorphic to (B4)3,3

l , or is equal to the union of two grid-labelled graphs
locally isomorphic to (B2)3,3

l .

Proof. From Lemma IV.10, we know we must only consider tables with 8 crosses. We leave to
the reader to verify that the only ways of placing 8 crosses on a table such that the table is valid
correspond to placements that are locally isomorphic to

, (5)
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FIG. 13. Edges that can be removed from the contribution table in Equation (5) that lead to a valid
contribution table.

or locally isomorphic to rotations of

. (6)

Let us now reason about which edges a grid-labelled graph must have to attain the tables (5) and
(6), starting with (5).

Without loss of generality we may pick any edge supported by the table as a starting point.
However, selecting some edges will lead us to a dead-end, unable to proceed further. For an
example of an edge leading to a dead-end, let us choose {(1, 1), (3, 3)}, removing its associated
dashes from the table. This leaves us with

.

Removing any edge from this table will cause it to have at least 1 row or column with an
isolated cross. From Lemma IV.12, we know that this will mean the table is invalid.

Indeed, the only single diagonal edges that can be removed from the table in (5) that do not
lead to a dead-end are those belonging to the graph illustrated in Figure 13. Removal of any one
of these 8 edges results in a table locally isomorphic to a rotation of

.

We leave to the reader to check that this board corresponds to the graph (B4)3,3
l . Each rotation

corresponds to a graph that is locally isomorphic to (B4)3,3
l .

All there is left to prove is that the graphs compatible with the table (6) are exclusively made
up of the union of two graphs locally isomorphic to (B2)3,3

l . Indeed, this is self-evident. The only
compatible grid-labelled graphs are those with their edges arranged into two criss-crosses.

Before continuing to the 5 edge case, it will be useful to have the following technical lemmas.
The first concerns adding single edges to a graph that satisfies the degree criterion.
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Lemma IV.17. Let Ga,bl be a grid-labelled graph that satisfies the degree criterion. Let Ha,b
l be a grid-

labelled graph obtained by adding a single diagonal edge to Ga,bl . Then Ha,b
l does not satisfy the degree

criterion.

Proof. The graph Ga,bl satisfies the degree criterion. Hence, when considering which edges can be
added so that this property is maintained, it is logically equivalent to consider adding edges to
the empty graph. As we have seen previously, a graph with a single diagonal edge never satisfies
the degree criterion.

The next lemma will make the 5 edge case easier to prove.

Lemma IV.18. Let G3,3
l be a grid-labelled graph with 5 edges that satisfies the degree criterion. If G3,3

l has
6 vertices with degree 1, and 2 vertices with degree 2, then G3,3

l
∼=3,3 (B2)3,3

l ∪ (B3)3,3
l .

Proof. We will consider a number of possible edge contribution tables. Each will have 6 cells con-
taining a single cross (corresponding to the 6 vertices with degree 1), 2 cells containing a double
cross (corresponding to the 2 vertices with degree 2), and a single empty cell. As before, we will
start with a particular edge contribution table, and attempt to clear it by adding edges to an empty
3 × 3 grid-labelled graph. If we can not clear the table by adding edges, we know that the table
is invalid. In order to clear a single cross from the table, 2 edges must be added. In order to clear
a double cross from the table, it is clear that 4 edges must be added. A double cross can be in the
same row (resp. column) as the empty cell, or on a different row (resp. column).

Let us reason about both cases now. Without loss of generality, assume 1 of the double cross
cells is on the same row as the empty cell. Then the table is locally isomorphic to the following,

,

where the black dots denote cells whose contents are irrelevant to the proof. It is obvious that the
empty cell restricts the choice of edges that can be selected to remove the double cell. To remove
each dash from the double cell under consideration, the four edges in the following graph must
be selected,

,

because these are the only edges that are compatible with such a contribution table. Selecting
these four edges will produce a grid-labelled graph that is locally isomorphic to the union of 2
grid-labelled graphs locally isomorphic to (B2)3,3

l . We know by Lemma IV.17 that a single edge
cannot be added to such a graph to produce a grid-labelled graph that satisfies the degree criterion.
Such tables are therefore invalid.
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When a double cross cell is not on the same row as the empty cell then the table is locally
isomorphic to the following:

.

To remove all the dashes from the double cross cell, 4 of the 6 edges from the following grid-
labelled graph must be selected:

.

It is impossible to choose 4 edges from this grid-labelled graph without introducing a subgraph
locally isomorphic to (B2)3,3

l . Any remaining edges added to this grid-labelled graph such that it
still satisfies the degree criterion would need to be from a grid-labelled graph that itself satisfied
it. By Lemma IV.14, the only three edge graphs that have this property are locally isomorphic to
(B3)3,3

l . The lemma then holds.

Lemma IV.19. Let G3,3
l be a graph with 5 diagonal edges. Then G3,3

l satisfies the degree criterion if and
only if it is locally isomorphic to (B5)3,3

l , or has a decomposition into two graphs locally isomorphic to
rotations of (B2)3,3

l and (B3)3,3
l respectively.

Proof. By Lemma IV.10 we must consider all tables with 10 crosses. There are a limited number
of ways of placing 10 crosses on a 3 × 3 table that lead to the table being valid. In order to fit all
the crosses on the table, there must be some cells of the table that have double crosses. In Lemma
IV.18 we have seen that we don’t need to consider the tables with 2 double crosses. It is obvious
that tables with more than 2 double crosses are invalid, so, we must only consider the tables with
a single double cross. We can reason about these tables by considering the example

, (7)

to which all others of this kind are locally isomorphic. To eliminate the double cross in the middle
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of the table, 4 edges from the graph

. (8)

must be selected. It is clear that the 4 edges must be chosen such that there is no subgraph locally
isomorphic to (B2)3,3

l . If there was a such a subgraph, then the remaining 3 edges would need to
form a graph locally isomorphic to (B3)3,3

l in order for the degree criterion to be satisfied, and we
have already considered such a case. Consider the removal of the downhill edge {(1, 1), (2, 2)}.
This leads to the table

.

Clearly the remaining three edges we must choose from (8) must be chosen to be downhill, as
there is no other way of selecting edges without introducing isolated crosses on rows or columns.
If instead we chose our first edge to be uphill, by similar reasoning the remaining three must also
be chosen to be uphill.

We can then observe that removal of 4 uphill or downhill edges from the board (7) in the
way described leaves a single edge in the direction that completes the grid-labelled graph (G5)3,3

l .
Hence, the lemma is proved.

Lemma IV.20. Let G3,3
l be a grid-labelled graph with e ≥ 6 diagonal edges. If G3,3

l satisfies the degree
criterion, then it has a decomposition (X1)3,3

l , . . . (Xn)3,3
l where for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (Xi)

3,3
l is locally

isomorphic to a rotation of a building-block.

Proof. A 3 × 3 grid-labelled graph can have up to 18 diagonal edges. If a 3 × 3 grid-labelled
graph has 10 or more diagonal edges, then it is obvious that it must contain a subgraph locally
isomorphic to (B2)3,3

l . The remainder of the cases, graphs with 6 ≤ e ≤ 9 diagonal edges, are
covered in Lemma IV.21 which is proved in Appendix B. The lemma then follows by induction.

Lemma IV.21. Let G3,3
l be a grid-labelled graph with 6 ≤ e ≤ 9 diagonal edges. If G3,3

l satisfies the degree
criterion, then it has a decomposition {(X1)3,3

l , . . . (Xn)3,3
l } where for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (Xi)

3,3
l is locally

isomorphic to a rotation of a building-block.

We can finally classify the 3× 3 grid-labelled graphs that satisfy the degree criterion.

Proposition IV.22. Let G3,3
l be a grid-labelled graph. Then G3,3

l satisfies the degree criterion if and only
if it has a decomposition {(X1)3,3

l , . . . (Xn)3,3
l } where for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (Xi)

3,3
l is locally isomorphic to a

rotation of a building-block.
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Proof. It is obvious that a grid-labelled graph obtained as a union of building-block graphs will
satisfy the degree criterion, because each building-block graph satisfies it.

Let us now prove the other direction. Let G3,3
l be a grid-labelled graph that satisfies the degree

criterion. From Lemmas IV.11, IV.14, IV.16 and IV.19 we know that if G3,3
l has 2 ≤ m ≤ 5 diagonal

edges then it is locally isomorphic to a building-block (Bm)3,3
l , or has a decomposition into grid-

labelled graphs that are locally isomorphic to building-blocks, or rotations of building blocks.
Finally, from Lemma IV.20, we know that this is also true for graphs with 6 or more diagonal

edges. This concludes the proof.

We have characterised all of the 3 × 3 grid-labelled graphs that satisfy the degree criterion
by means of a forbidden subgraph type argument. We have found that such grid-labelled graphs
satisfy the degree criterion if and only if they are built out of a small set of “building-block graphs”.
It is reasonable to assume that the same is true for the grid-labelled graphs on a larger grid. A
natural question is how the size of the building-block set grows as a function of grid dimension.

Note that the results in this section are applicable to the (k, a, b)-G R A P H S E PA R A B I L I T Y prob-
lem for m = n = 3 and all k. Along the way we have also found solutions to the k = 1, 2, 3 case for
any a and b (see Theorem IV.15). In arbitrary dimensions a, b there are of course a finite number of
graphs with fixed number of edges k that satisfy the degree criterion. We do not consider (4, a, b)-
G R A P H S E PA R A B I L I T Y and (5, a, b)-G R A P H S E PA R A B I L I T Y, but finding all of the building-
blocks for these cases should not prove difficult. An fascinating question would be to count how
many graphs satisfy the degree criterion as a function of k, when fixed grid dimensions are not
taken into account. The reasoning to be used in this case is exactly equivalent to what we have
done in this section, but on an infinite grid.

Not all of the 3 × 3 building-blocks correspond to separable states. Indeed, the well known
matrix realignment criterion [36] shows that both (B4)3,3

l and (B5)3,3
l correspond to entangled

states. Entangled states that are positive under partial transpose correspond to states that have
zero distillable entanglement and are referred to as bound entangled [1]. Hence, our characterisation
can not be extended trivially to a necessary and sufficient criterion for separability for 3×3 graphs.
To do so will require analysis on whether the unions of these bound entangled building-blocks
with other building-blocks causes the corresponding state to be separable. We highlight this as an
open question.

F. Counting graphs that satisfy the degree criterion

In the previous section we showed that type (3, 3) grid-labelled graphs satisfy the degree cri-
terion if and only if they are constructed from a small number of building-block graphs. Now we
will outline a more general framework for enumeration of grid-labelled graphs of type (a, b), with
k edges, that satisfy the degree criterion.

In what follows, the quantity Pk(a, b) is defined to be the number of graphs of type (a, b) with
k edges that satisfy the degree criterion. Let Dk(a, b) be the number of graphs of type (a, b) with k
edges, all diagonal, that satisfy the degree criterion.

Definition IV.23 (Rook’s graph). The rook’s graph is the grid-labelled graphRa,bl with an edge between
every pair of vertices in the same row or column. It is well known that the a× b rook’s graph has

r(a, b) :=
a · b(a+ b)

2
− a · b

edges.
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Lemma IV.24. For any a, b, k ∈ N,

Pk(a, b) =

(
r(a, b)

k

)
+

k∑
i=2

Di(a, b) ·
(
r(a, b)

k − i

)
.

Proof. LetG(a, b, d, h) be equal to the number of grid-labelled graphs of type (a, b) with d diagonal
edges and h non-diagonal (horizontal or vertical) edges that satisfy the degree criterion. Clearly,

Pk(a, b) =
k∑
i=0

G(a, b, i, k − i).

Since the degree criterion is not affected by horizontal or vertical edges, and there are at most
r(a, b) horizontal and vertical edges in a grid-labelled graph of type (a, b), it is clear that for any
i, j ≥ 0,

G(a, b, i, j) = Di(a, b) ·
(
r(a, b)

j

)
.

Since for any a, b, D0(a, b) = D1(a, b) = 0, the lemma holds.

We obtain the first few values of Dk(a, b) in the next statement.

Proposition IV.25. For any a, b ≥ 2, the following are true:

• D2(a, b) =
(
a
2

)
·
(
b
2

)
;

• D3(2, b) = 2 ·
(
b
3

)
;

• D4(2, b) = 3 ·
(
b
3

)
+ 9 ·

(
b
4

)
.

Proof. By Lemma IV.11, a grid-labelled graph G3,3
l with 2 diagonal edges satisfies the degree crite-

rion if and only if it is locally isomorphic to (B2)3,3
l . Indeed, it is obviously the case that any Ga,bl

with two diagonal edges satisfies the degree criterion if and only if Ga,bl ∼=3,3 (B2)3,3
l . Therefore,

we must count the number of graphs of type Ga,bl that are locally isomorphic to (B2)a,bl . For a = 2

this is of course
(
b
2

)
. Increasing a gives an additional

(
a
2

)
-dimensional degree of freedom, so

D2(a, b) =

(
a

2

)
·D2(2, b)

=

(
a

2

)
·
(
b

2

)
.

By Lemma IV.14, we know that any G3,3
l with 3 diagonal edges satisfies the degree criterion

if and only if G3,3
l is locally isomorphic to a rotation of (B3)3,3

l . Similarly to the 2 edge case, this
generalises to arbitrary grid-labelled graphs with 3 edges. In other words, Ga,bl with three edges
satisfies the degree criterion if and only if it is second order locally isomorphic to a rotation of
(B3)3,3

l . Here, we only consider the cases G2,b
l . Unlike (B2)3,3

l , the graph (B3)3,3
l is not invariant

under reflections. Indeed, there are two graphs that we must consider when counting the 3 edge
degree criterion in type (2, b) grid-labelled graphs, which are illustrated in Figure 14. By similar
reasoning to the 2 edge case,

D3(2, b) = 2 ·
(
b

3

)
.
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FIG. 14. The reflections of (B3)3,3l that are relevant for separability in grid-labelled graphs of type (2, b).

FIG. 15. An example of a 0, 1 and 2 degree graph.

FIG. 16. Two examples of the 0 and 1 degree grid-labelled graphs. There is a bijection between such graphs
and the derangements of a set of 4 elements.

In order to obtain D4(2, b), we will use a different approach. We know from Corollary III.15 that
a grid-labelled graph of type (2, b) satisfies the degree criterion if and only if the degrees of the
vertices in the top row are equal to the vertices in the bottom row. We leave it to the reader to verify
that there are only two types of four edge grid-labelled graphs of type (2, b) with this condition:
those with all vertices of degree 0, 1 or 2, and those with all vertices of degree 0 or 1. The former
kind are all locally isomorphic to the grid-labelled graph illustrated in Figure 15. Hence there
are 3 ·

(
b
3

)
grid-labelled graphs of type (2, b) with this pattern of degrees, because there are three

columns of non-zero degree vertices: two with degree 1 vertices, one with degree 2. Therefore,
there are

(
b
3

)
placements of these columns, and 3 orderings within each placement.

We can enumerate the latter kind of grid-labelled graph by noticing that they are precisely
the derangements of a set of 4 elements (consider the illustration in Figure 16. Let us recall that a
derangement of a finite set is a permutation without fixed points. The number of derangements
on a set of n elements is counted by the sub-factorial function, defined

!n := (n− 1)(!(n− 1)+!(n− 2)).

Hence, in this case, there are !4 ·
(
b
4

)
= 9 ·

(
b
4

)
grid-labelled graphs under consideration with this
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edge pattern. Therefore,

D4(2, b) = 3 ·
(
b

3

)
+ 9 ·

(
b

4

)
.

From what we have proved we are able to see the following.

Theorem IV.26 (Entanglement of random grid-labelled graphs).

• Let Ga,bl be a random grid-labelled graph with 2 edges. Then asymptotically almost surely (a.a.s),
Ga,bl 6∈ S.

• Let G2,b
l be a random grid-labelled graph with 3 (resp. 4) edges. Then a.a.s, G2,b

l 6∈ S.

Proof. We know from Lemma III.13 that we only need to consider the diagonal edges of a grid-
labelled graph to test if it satisfies the degree criterion. Let us compare the growth of Dk(a, b) as a
function of grid dimension with that of GDk (a, b), the total number of grid-labelled graphs with k
edges, all diagonal.

Let us first obtain a general form for GDk (a, b). Let Q(a, b) be the number of diagonal edges in
the complete grid-labelled graph (Ka·b)

a,b
l . Then

GDk (a, b) =

(
Q(a, b)

k

)
.

Clearly

Q(a, b) = |E(Ka·b)| − r(a, b)

=
a · b(a · b− 1)

2
− a · b(a+ b)

2
+ a · b

=
a2 · b2 − a · b− a2 · b− a · b2

2
+ a · b

=
(a2 − a)(b2 − b)

2

= 2

(
a

2

)
·
(
b

2

)
,

Hence,

GDk (a, b) =

(
2 ·
(
a
2

)
·
(
b
2

)
k

)
,

and so GD2 (a, b) ∼ (a4 · b4). We know from Proposition IV.25 that D2(a, b) =
(
a
2

)
·
(
b
2

)
∼ (a2 · b2).

Therefore, given a random grid-labelled graph with grid dimensions a, b ≥ 2 and with k = 2
edges, a.a.s. it will not satisfy the degree criterion and is therefore not separable.

Setting a = 2, we find that

GD3 (2, b) =

(
2 ·
(
b
2

)
3

)
∼ (b2)3

= b6,
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and

GD4 (2, b) =

(
2
(
b
2

)
4

)
∼ (b2)4

= b8.

In comparison,

D3(2, b) = 2 ·
(
b

3

)
∼ b3,

and

D4(2, b) = 3 ·
(
b

3

)
+ 9 ·

(
b

4

)
∼ b4.

We can conclude that for a random grid-labelled graph with grid dimensions a = 2, b ≥ 2 and
k = 3, 4 edges, a.a.s. it will not satisfy the degree criterion and is therefore not separable.

In order to find a general form for Dk(a, b), more sophisticated techniques from enumerative
combinatorics will need to be employed. On the basis of what we have been able to prove so far
however, it is safe to conjecture that for any grid-labelled graph Ga,bl , a.a.s. Ga,bl 6∈ S . In the next
section we will apply the matrix realignment criterion to grid-labelled graphs, in order to find a
graph theoretic interpretation of the criterion.

V. THE MATRIX REALIGNMENT CRITERION

A. Definitions

The matrix realignment criterion is defined in terms of the Ky Fan norm of the realigned density
matrix of the state under consideration. Let us recall these concepts.

Definition V.1 (Ky Fan Norm). The Ky Fan norm of a matrix M is the quantity

‖M‖K =
∑
i

si(M),

where si is the ith singular value of M .

While in the definition we have denoted the Ky Fan norm by ‖·‖K , when the context is clear
we will denote it by ‖·‖. Let M be an m×n matrix. Then its vectorization is the (m ·n)-dimensional
row vector

vec(M) :=
(
[M ]11 [M ]12 . . . [M ]1n [M ]21 . . . [M ]mn

)
.

The vectorization of the blocks of a matrix are used to realign it:
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Definition V.2 (Realigned matrix). Let M be an m × m block matrix with n × n blocks Mij . The
realignment of M with respect to n is the m2 × n2 matrix

Rn(M) :=



vec(M11)
...

vec(Mm1)
...

vec(M1m)
...

vec(Mmm)


.

The following theorem describes the entanglement criterion.

Theorem V.3 (Matrix realignment criterion [36]). Let ρ ∈ Cm⊗Cn be the density matrix of a bipartite
quantum state. If ‖Rn(ρ)‖K > 1, then ρ is entangled.

B. Realignment of combinatorial Laplacian matrices

The density matrices we consider in this work are real matrices. It is well known that for any
real matrix M ,

si(M) =
√
λi(MT ·M) =

√
λi(M ·MT ),

where λi(M) denotes the ith eigenvalue of a matrix M . The fact that MT ·M (resp. M ·MT ) is
real and symmetric implies that si(M) ∈ R. Thus, to apply the matrix realignment criterion to
the bipartite quantum state ρ acting on Cm ⊗ Cn we will require the eigenvalues of the matri-
ces Rn(ρ)T · Rn(ρ) and Rn(ρ) · Rn(ρ)T . The non-zero eigenvalues of both matrices are identical.
Therefore, without loss of generality, we need only consider the eigenvalues of Rn(ρ) · Rn(ρ)T .
In particular, we will determine the form of Rn(ρ) · Rn(ρ)T when ρ is the density matrix of a
grid-labelled graph.

Xie et al. [29] briefly study the matrix realignment criterion for combinatorial Laplacian matri-
ces and present a structural entanglement criterion. In what follows we find a general form for
the realigned Laplacian, and use this to find an algebraic entanglement criteria for grid-labelled
graphs. Let Ga,bl be a grid-labelled graph. Then,

Rb(L(Ga,bl )) = Rb

(
D(Ga,bl )−A(Ga,bl )

)
= Rb

(
D(Ga,bl )

)
−Rb

(
A(Ga,bl )

)
.

Clearly,

Rb(L(Ga,bl )) ·Rb(L(Ga,bl ))T = (Rb(D(Ga,bl ))−Rb(A(Ga,bl ))) · (Rb(D(Ga,bl ))−Rb(A(Ga,bl )))T

= Rb(D(Ga,bl )) ·Rb(D(Ga,bl ))T

−Rb(D(Ga,bl )) ·Rb(A(Ga,bl ))T

−Rb(A(Ga,bl )) ·Rb(D(Ga,bl ))T

+Rb(A(Ga,bl )) ·Rb(A(Ga,bl ))T .
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We will now work out each term in the sum. By definition,

D(Ga,bl ) = diag(d((1, 1)), d((1, 2)), . . . , d((a, b))),

so

Rb(D(Ga,bl )) =



d((1, 1)) 0 . . . 0 d((1, 2)) 0 . . . . . . 0 d((1, b))
0 0 0
...

...
...

0 0 0
d((2, 1)) 0 . . . 0 d((2, 2)) 0 . . . . . . 0 d((2, b))

0 0 0
...

...
...

...
...

...
0 0 0

d((a, 1)) 0 . . . 0 d((a, 2)) 0 . . . . . . 0 d((a, b))



.

Hence,

Rb(D(Ga,bl )) ·Rb(D(Ga,bl ))T =

n∑
j=1



d((1, j))2 0 . . . 0 d((1, j))d((2, j)) 0 . . . . . . 0 d((1, j))d((b, j))
0 0 0
...

...
...

0 0 0
d((2, j))d((1, j)) 0 . . . 0 d((2, j))2 0 . . . . . . 0 d((2, j))d((b, j))

0 0 0
...

...
...

...
...

...
0 0 0

d((a, j))d((1, j)) 0 . . . 0 d((a, j))d((2, j)) 0 . . . . . . 0 d((a, j))d((b, j))



,

In order to find a general form for the realigned adjacency matrix, we will need some definitions.

Definition V.4 (Row subgraph). Let Ga,bl be a grid-labelled graph. If a grid-labelled graph H2,b
c ⊆ Ga,bl

has vertex set

V (H2,n
c ) = {(p, q) : (p, q) ∈ V (Ga,bl ), p = i ∨ p = j},

edge set

E(H2,n
c ) = {{(p, q), (r, s)} : {(p, q), (r, s)} ∈ E(Ga,bl ), p = i ∧ r = j},

and labelling c : [a]× [b]→ [2]× [b] defined such that

c(l−1((p, q))) 7→

{
(1, q) if p = i;

(2, q) if p = j,

then it is called a row subgraph of Ga,bl , denoted Ri,j(G
a,b
l ), and simply Ri,j when Ga,bl is clear from the

context.
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FIG. 17. From left to right, G3,3
l , and R1,2, R1,3, R3,2 ⊆ G3,3

l .

Equivalently, Ri,j is the graph with vertex set populated with all vertices from rows i and j of
Ga,bl , and edge set populated by all edges strictly between those rows, and endpoints in different
rows. Note that for any grid-labelled graph, all edges of any row subgraphRi,i are horizontal, and
also for any Ri,j ,

Ri,j = Γ(Ri,j).

In Figure 17 we illustrate several row subgraphs.

Definition V.5 (Intersection). Let Ga,bl and Ha,b
l be grid-labelled graphs. Their intersection is the grid-

labelled graph Ga,bl ∩H
a,b
l with edge set E(Ga,bl ) ∩ E(Ha,b

l ).

The following lemma is useful.

Lemma V.6. Let Ga,bl be a grid-labelled graph with adjacency matrix A. Then,[
Rb(A) ·Rb(A)T

]
ij

= r(i mod a, di/ae; j mod a, dj/ae),

where

r(i, j; k, l) := |E(Ri,j ∩Rk,l)|.

Proof. By definition,

Rb(A(Ga,bl )) ·Rb(A(Ga,bl ))T =


vec(A11)
vec(A21)

...
vec(Aaa)

 · (vec(A11)T vec(A21)T . . . vec(Aaa)
T
)
,

where the n× n blocks Aij of A have the form

Aij =


e(i, 1; j; 1) e(i, 1; j, 2) . . . e(i, 1; j, b)
e(i, 2; j; 1) e(i, 2; j, 2) . . . e(i, 2; j, b)

...
...

. . .
...

e(i, a; j; 1) e(i, a; j, 2) . . . e(i, a; j, b)

 ,

where the function e(p, q; r, s) is equal to 1 if there is an edge {(p, q), (r, s)} ∈ E(Ga,bl ), and is equal
to 0 otherwise. Hence, the matrix Aij encodes the edges from row i to row j. Clearly

vec(Aij) · vec(Akl)
T =

b∑
p,q=1

e(i, p; j, q)e(k, p; l, q)

= |E(Ri,j ∩Rk,l)| =: r(i, j; k, l).
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Therefore, [
Rb(A(Ga,bl ) ·Rb(A(Ga,bl )T

]
ij

= vec(Aimod a,di/ae) · vec(Ajmod a,dj/ae)
T

= r(i mod a, di/ae; j mod a, dj/ae).

If we consider graphs with only diagonal edges then it will make the analysis simpler: if
the graph has no horizontal or vertical edges we know that r(i, i; k, l) = r(i, j; k, k) = 0. This
means that the matrices Rb(A(Ga,bl )) and Rb(D(Ga,bl )) have no non-zero entries in common, that
is, [Rb(A(Ga,bl ))]ij = 0 if and only if [Rb(D(Ga,bl ))]ij 6= 0. The products Rb(A(Ga,bl )) ·Rb(D(Ga,bl ))T

and Rb(D(Ga,bl )) ·Rb(A(Ga,bl ))T are therefore equal to 0.
Hence,

Rb(L(Ga,bl )) ·Rb(L(Ga,bl ))T = Rb(D(Ga,bl )) ·Rb(D(Ga,bl ))T +Rb(A(Ga,bl )) ·Rb(A(Ga,bl ))T .

Since both terms in the sum have no non-zero elements in common, it is clear that the set of
non-zero eigenvalues of Rb(L(G)) · Rb(L(G))T is identical to the set of non-zero eigenvalues of
the matrix D(Ga,bl ) ⊕ A(Ga,bl ), where D(Ga,bl ) and A(Ga,bl ) are the degree structure and adjacency
structure matrices of Ga,bl respectively, which we now define.

Definition V.7 (Degree structure matrix). Let Ga,bl be a grid-labelled graph. Then the degree structure
matrix of Ga,bl is the a× a matrix with entries[

D(Ga,bl )
]
i,j

:=

b∑
p=1

d((i, p))d((j, p)),

where d((i, j)) is the degree of the vertex (i, j) ∈ V (Ga,bl ).

Definition V.8 (Adjacency structure matrix). Let Ga,bl be a grid-labelled graph with all edges diagonal.
Then the adjacency structure matrix of Ga,bl is the a(a− 1)× a(a− 1) matrix

A(Ga,bl ) :=



r(1, 2; 1, 2) r(1, 2; 1, 3) . . . r(1, 2; 2, 1) . . . r(1, 2; a, a− 1)
r(1, 3; 1, 2) r(1, 3; 1, 3) . . . r(1, 3; 2, 1) . . . r(1, 3; a, a− 1)

...
...

...
...

r(2, 1; 1, 2) r(2, 1; 1, 3) . . . r(2, 1; 2, 1) . . . r(2, 1; a, a− 1)
...

...
...

...
r(a, a− 1; 1, 2) r(a, a− 1; 1, 3) . . . r(a, a− 1; 2, 1) . . . r(a, a− 1; a, a− 1)


,

where r(i, j; k, l) := |E(R(i, j)) ∩ E(R(k, l))|.

It is obvious that the degree and adjacency structure matrices of any grid-labelled graph Ga,bl
can be obtained from Rb(D(Ga,bl )) ·Rb(D(Ga,bl ))T and Rb(A(Ga,bl )) ·Rb(A(Ga,bl ))T respectively, by
applying suitable permutations.

We have thus proved the following theorem, where the factor 1/2e is for normalisation.

Theorem V.9. Let Ga,bl be a grid-labelled graph with e edges, all diagonal. Let Λ := sp(A(Ga,bl )) and
Θ := sp(D(Ga,bl )) be the set of non-zero eigenvalues of the adjacency structure and degree structure
matrices of Ga,bl . Then

‖Rb(ρ(Ga,bl ))‖K =
1

2e

(∑
λ∈Λ

√
λ+

∑
θ∈Θ

√
θ

)
.
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In the next section we will use this theorem to demonstrate an infinite family of entangled
quantum states whose entanglement is not detected by the matrix realignment criterion.

C. Failure of the matrix realignment criterion

In order to proceed, we require the following two definitions.

Definition V.10 (Row orthogonality). Let Ga,bl be a grid-labelled graph. We say that Ga,bl is row or-
thogonal if for all i, j ∈ [m] and k ∈ [n],

d((i, k))d((j, k)) 6= 0

if and only if i = j.

Equivalently, two rows of vertices are orthogonal if each column (two vertices aligned verti-
cally) has at least one isolated vertex. A grid-labelled graph is orthogonal if all of its vertex rows
are pairwise orthogonal.

Definition V.11 (Singleton edge). Let Ga,bl be a grid-labelled graph. An edge {v1, v2} ∈ E(Ga,bl ) is
described as a singleton if

d(v1) = d(v2) = 1.

We can now prove the following theorem.

Theorem V.12. Let G2,b
l be a row orthogonal grid-labelled graph with e edges, such that all edges are

singleton and diagonal. If e ≥ 4 then ‖Rb(ρ(G2,b
l ))‖K ≤ 1.

Proof. Since G2,b
l has a = 2 rows,

A(G2,b
l ) =

(
r(1, 2; 1, 2) r(1, 2; 2, 1)
r(2, 1; 1, 2) r(2, 1; 2, 1)

)
,

and

D(G2,b
l ) =

b∑
j=1

(
d((1, j))2 d((1, j))d((2, j))

d((2, j))d((1, j)) d((2, j))2

)
.

Since G2,b
l is row orthogonal,

r(1, 2; 2, 1) = r(2, 1; 1, 2) = 0,

and
b∑

j=1

d((1, j))d((2, j)) =

b∑
j=1

d((2, j))d((1, j)) = 0,

so both A(G2,b
l ) and D(G2,b

l ) are diagonal. Hence,

‖Rb(ρ(Ga,bl ))‖K =

√
r(1, 2; 1, 2) +

√
r(2, 1; 2, 1) +

√∑b
j=1 d((1, j))2 +

√∑b
j=1 d((2, j))2

2e

=
2
√
e+

√∑b
j=1 d((1, j))2 +

√∑b
j=1 d((2, j))2

2e
.
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Since all edges are singleton, all degrees are either 0 or 1. This means that

‖ρ(Ga,bl )‖K =
4
√
e

2e

=
2√
e
,

from which the theorem follows.

The fact that such grid-labelled graphs are row orthogonal means that they do not satisfy the
degree criterion. Since the degree criterion is necessary and sufficient for separability for grid-
labelled graphs with a = 2 (Theorem III.7), these grid-labelled graphs describe quantum states
that are entangled. An example of a family of grid-labelled graphs with the properties described
in Theorem V.12 are those of type (2, 2k) with edge sets

Ek :=
k⋃
i=1

{
{(1, 2i− 1), (2, 2i)}

}
for k ≥ 4. For example, the k = 4 case corresponds to the quantum state with density matrix

ρ =
1

4

(
|1, 1; 2, 2〉〈1, 1; 2, 2|+ |1, 3; 2, 4〉〈1, 3; 2, 4|

+ |1, 5; 2, 6〉〈1, 5; 2, 6|+ |1, 7; 2, 8〉〈1, 7; 2, 8|
)

acting on C2 ⊗ C8.
In this section we have applied the matrix realignment criterion to the grid-labelled graphs. We

showed that entanglement in grid-labelled graphs can be detected using the eigenvalues of their
adjacency and degree structure matrices. We used this result to construct a family of entangled
quantum states that are not detected as entangled by the matrix realignment criterion. Let us
conclude by explicitly calculating the adjacency and degree structure matrices for an example
grid-labelled graph, in the hope that it will be illuminating for the reader.

Example V.13. Let us calculate the degree and adjacency structure matrices for an example graph.

D




=




=

2 3 2
3 9 6
2 6 5
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As illustrated above, finding the entries of the degree structure matrix of a m × n grid-labelled
graph amounts to taking the pairwise inner product of the m n-dimensional vectors which have
as their entries the degrees of the vertices in that row.

It can be seen that the entries of the adjacency structure matrix are in some sense equal to the
“overlap” of each row subgraph, as we now illustrate pictorially:

A




=





=



2 0 0 2 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 1 0 2
2 0 1 3 0 2
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 2 2 0 3

 ,

where shaded regions denote the row subgraphs being compared. For example, the entry at index
(6, 3) compares the row subgraphs R1,2 and R2,3, which have 2 edges in their intersection. The
entry at index (3, 1) compares R1,2 and R2,1, which have 0 edges in their intersection.

VI. SUMMARY AND OPEN PROBLEMS

In this work we have introduced a new combinatorial object, the grid-labelled graph. We have
shown that grid-labelled graphs can be used to represent a discrete family of quantum states, and
that study of their structural properties helps in determining if these states are entangled. We
have used this graphical “handle” on separability that grid-labelled graphs afford us to explore
the limits of two well known entanglement criteria: Peres-Horodecki and matrix realignment.

In Section III we ported the Peres-Horodecki criterion to our framework in the form of the de-
gree criterion of Braunstein et al. [18], and introduced the concept of a separable decomposition
of a graph. We used the fact that the degree criterion is necessary and sufficient in C2 ⊗ Cn for
arbitrary n in combination with the idea of separable decompositions to build a family of quan-
tum states, parameterised by the stratified grid-labelled graphs, for which the Peres-Horodecki
criterion is necessary and sufficient in all bipartite dimensions.

The matrix realignment criterion is explored in Section V. We are able to simplify the crite-
rion for grid-labelled graphs, showing that it can be defined in terms of the eigenvalues of the
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degree and adjacency structure matrices of the graph. These are matrices that we have introduced
in this paper. At the end of Section V we tried out this new tool on grid-labelled graphs that have
diagonal degree and adjacency structure matrices. This was fruitful, and led us to discover a fam-
ily of entangled quantum states that are not detected by the matrix realignment criterion. This
highlights how grid-labelled graphs can be used as a tool for generating “pathological” density
matrices which can be used to refine existing entanglement criteria.

In Section IV we classified all 3 × 3 grid-labelled graphs that satisfy the degree criterion. We
showed that such graphs satisfy the degree criterion if and only if they are equal to the union of
building-block grid-labelled graphs. A natural extension to our work would be an exploration of
how this scales to larger grid dimensions: what are the building-blocks for arbitrary grid dimen-
sion? As discussed in the conclusion of Section IV, it would be interesting to explore how the size
of the building-block set grows as a function of grid size. Indeed, in our attempt to classify the 3×3
degree criterion graphs, we uncovered two bound entangled states, (B4)3,3

l and (B5)3,3
l . Indeed,

(B4)3,3
l is the state presented by Hildebrand et al. ([23], Section 2.4) as a counter-example to the

so called “degree conjecture”, that the degree criterion is necessary and sufficient for all density
matrices that are the combinatorial Laplacian matrix of a graph. We are not aware of any reference
in the literature to bound entangled states of the form described by (B5)3,3

l . It is possible that these
graphs are respectively members of two families of bound entangled states, obtained by “scaling
up” the cross-hatch like structure of these 3× 3 cases to arbitrary bipartite dimensions. The struc-
ture of the edges of these grid-labelled graphs make it easy to see that higher dimensional cases
for arbitrary a×b grid dimensions can be generated, and that they satisfy the degree criterion. The
question remains as to whether these higher dimensional states remain entangled. Furthermore,
it could be that an attempt to classify the building-blocks for higher dimensional grid-labelled
graphs that satisfy the degree criterion would lead to new examples of such states that in turn
belong to their own new families of bound entangled states. This would be an interesting result,
and it is an enticing reason to explore the higher dimensional building blocks. At the close of this
section we were able to apply the results to directly solve (k, a, b)-G R A P H S E PA R A B I L I T Y for
k = 1, 2, 3 and arbitrary m,n. It would be fascinating to completely disregard grid dimension in
the study of graphs that satisfy the degree criterion, and attempt to count the number of such
graphs with a fixed number of edges, and no restriction on the boundaries of their corresponding
grid. In Section IV F we present a framework for enumerating the graphs with a fixed number of
edges in higher dimensional grids that satisfy the degree criterion. We were able to make some
progress on the 1 ≤ e ≤ 4 edge cases. Extending this analysis for graphs with more edges could
be an interesting exercise in enumerative combinatorics.

In the introduction we said that the quantum state corresponding to a grid-labelled graph is ex-
tremely simple. Now that we are equipped with the necessary mathemetical tools, we can discuss
this in more technical detail. A grid-labelled graph of typem×nwith e edges corresponds to a uni-
form mixture of e bipartite pure states from Cm⊗Cn with Schmidt rank equal to 2: the edge states,
as defined in Definition II.2. The fact that neither one of the two well known entanglement criteria
we covered in this paper reliably detects entanglement in such simple density matrices is inter-
esting. Our preliminary investigations [39] into another entanglement criteria known as the range
criterion [40] have shown that this is not necessary and sufficient for separability for grid-labelled
graphs either. As we have stated in the introduction, it would be very interesting if we could
use the grid-labelled graphs to re-prove NP-hardness of separability testing for two reasons. The
first reason is that a proof of NP-hardness would likely utilise a reduction from an NP-complete
problem about graphs such as subgraph isomorphism, or that of finding a clique. This would be
novel because it would probably be much simpler than the existing proofs of NP-hardness [17],
and would effectively “discretize” the problem. Density matrices are by their very nature contin-
uous objects, which means that reasoning about them in the form of decision problems becomes
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unwieldy. In contrast, the objects we consider in this paper are discrete. The second reason that a
proof of NP-hardness for testing separability of grid-labelled graphs would be interesting is that
it would provide a very concrete, easy to describe, family of density matrices that are hard to test
separability for. This would provide interesting insight into the complexity “landscape” of testing
separability.
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Appendix A: Contribution tables and a single player board game

In Section IV we used the contribution table framework to characterise the 3× 3 grid-labelled
graphs that satisfy the degree criterion. In this appendix we consider a single player board game
called “Crosses and Lassoes”, which comes directly from the contribution table framework. We
first describe the game and a simple variation, then prove that these games address questions
about grid-labelled graphs that satisfy the degree criterion.

1. Crosses and Lassoes

The objective of Crosses and Lassoes is to remove all pieces from the board by either “crossing
out” or “lassoing” them. The game is played on an m × n board. There are two types of pieces:
left pieces, denoted with a ‘\’, and right pieces, denoted with a ‘/’. Each square on the board can
contain any number of pieces. A board with pieces on it is called a setup. If it is possible to remove
all pieces from a setup by performing a sequence of cross and lasso operations, then we say that
the setup is clearable. If it is not possible to clear a setup in such a way, then we say that the setup is
unclearable. Lasso and cross operations act on four pieces at a time, which must be in a rectangular
formation, that is, the pieces involved must be situated on the board such that they make up the
corners of a rectangle.

FIG. 18. A setup being cleared. From left to right, the operations performed are lasso, cross, lasso, lasso.
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The lasso operation

Four pieces in a rectangular formation can be removed by a lasso operation if, moving clock-
wise from the top left of the rectangle, the pieces are right, left, right and left pieces. In boards 1, 3,
and 4 in Figure 18 we illustrate four pieces being removed from the board by lasso operations.

The cross operation

Four pieces in a rectangular formation can be removed by a lasso operation if, moving clock-
wise from the top left of the rectangle, the pieces are left, right, left and right pieces. In the setup
second from the left in Figure 18, we illustrate four pieces being removed from a board by the
cross operation.

We can now define the following decision problems, which are clearly equivalent.

Problem A.1. C L E A R A B I L I T Y

Input: An m× n setup.
Question: Is the setup clearable?

Problem A.2. C O N T R I B U T I O N TA B L E VA L I D I T Y

Input: An m× n contribution table T .
Question: Is there a grid-labelled graph Gm,nl that has contribution table T ?

Instances of the C O N T R I B U T I O N TA B L E VA L I D I T Y appeared several times in Section IV,
where we had to test if a particular contribution table had a corresponding graph. We leave the
computational complexity of these decision problems as an open question.

2. A different angle: combining setups

Let us now describe an interesting variation on “vanilla” Crosses and Lassos. Let A and B be
two setups, each on an m×n board. The setup A+B is the setup with an m×n board with pieces
from A and B combined. For example,

+ = . (A1)

A cell on the board of a setup is called complete if every right piece in that cell can be paired with
a unique left piece, and vice versa. A setup is called complete if every cell on its board is complete.
Each setup in the summation in Equation (A1) is complete, as is the result of the summation.

A setup is called a singleton setup if it has a board with exactly four pieces, and those four
pieces are arranged in a rectangular formation in the clockwise order right, left, right, left (lasso),
or left, right, left, right (cross), starting from the top left piece.

The setups

, , and

are singleton setups. We can now formulate another decision problem.
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Problem A.3. S I N G L E T O N S U B S E T S U M

Input: A set of singleton setups, S.
Question: Does there exist subset R ⊆ S such that the setup∑

t∈R
t

is complete?

With every setup S on anm×n board, we know from Section IV that we can associate anm×n
matrix M(S) with entries

[M(S)]ij :=


+1 if S has a left piece in its ijth square;
−1 if S has a right piece in its ijth square;
0 otherwise.

For example, the matrix forms of the singleton setup examples from earlier are as follows,

M


 =

+1 −1 0
−1 +1 0
0 0 0

 ,

M


 =

−1 0 +1
0 0 0

+1 0 −1

 ,

M


 =

 0 0 0
+1 0 −1
−1 0 +1

 .

The following is equivalent to Lemma IV.4. We denote by M0 the matrix with all entries equal to
0.

Lemma A.4. Let S be a set of setups. Then their sum∑
t∈S

t

is complete if and only if ∑
t∈S

M(t) = M0.

Hence, S I N G L E T O N S U B S E T S U M is equivalent to the following decision problem, where we
say a matrix is a singleton matrix if it is the matrix form of a singleton setup.

Problem A.5. S I N G L E T O N M AT R I X S U B S E T S U M

Input: A set of singleton matrices S.
Question: Does there exist a set of singleton matrices R ⊆ S such that their sum∑

t∈R
t = M0.
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This problem is not the same as S U B S E T S U M extended to matrices (which is of course trivially
NP-complete), because of the restriction that the matrices must have only four non-zero elements
(two equal to +1, two equal to−1) which must be arranged in either a lasso rectangular formation,
or a cross rectangular formation. This “lasso or cross” restriction means that the problem is not
even equivalent to S U B S E T S U M over a finite field, it is something else entirely.

From what we have seen so far about grid-labelled graphs and edge contribution tables, it is
clear that the following problem is equivalent to S I N G L E T O N S U B S E T S U M.

Problem A.6. S U B G R A P H D C
Input: A grid-labelled graph Gm,nl .
Question: Does Gm,nl have a subgraph that satisfies the degree criterion?

Finally, let us note that the following problem is at least as hard as S U B G R A P H D C.

Problem A.7. S U B S E T P P T
Input: A finite set of pure quantum states S = {|ψ〉 ∈ HA ⊗ B ∼= Cm ⊗ Cn}.
Question: Does there exist a set of states R ⊆ S such that for the state ρR := 1

|R|
∑
|ψ〉∈R |ψ〉〈ψ|,

ρΓA
R ≥ 0?

Again, we leave the complexity classification of these decision problems open.

Appendix B: Proof of Lemma IV.21

Let us now prove Lemma IV.21.

Proof. Let G3,3
l be a grid-labelled graph. We wish to prove that if G3,3

l has 6 ≤ m ≤ 9 diagonal
edges, then it has a decomposition into building-block graphs.

That this is true is most easily seen by direct inspection. Through exhaustive computer search,
all graphs with a set number of diagonal edges can be enumerated. There are a large number of
graphs to be checked, especially in the 9 edge case. To make the lists smaller and easier to parse,
we remove subgraphs locally isomorphic to the cross graph. Then, we remove all duplicate graphs
from the list. In Figures 19, 20, 21 and 22 we show all 3× 3 graphs that satisfy the degree criterion
with 6, 7, 8 and 9 diagonal edges respectively. It can be verified by examining these figures that
each of the grid-labelled graphs have decompositions into grid-labelled graphs locally isomorphic
to building-blocks or rotations of building-blocks.
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FIG. 19. All 6 edge grid-labelled graphs that satisfy the degree criterion up to local isomorphism, with cross
subgraphs removed.

FIG. 20. All 7 edge grid-labelled graphs that satisfy the degree criterion up to local isomorphism, with cross
subgraphs removed.
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FIG. 21. All 8 edge grid-labelled graphs that satisfy the degree criterion up to local isomorphism, with cross
subgraphs removed.

FIG. 22. All 9 edge grid-labelled graphs that satisfy the degree criterion up to local isomorphism, with cross
subgraphs removed.
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